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For a general statistical model, we introduce the notion of data dependent measure
(DDM) on the model parameter. Typical examples of DDM are the posterior distri-
butions. Like for posteriors, the quality of a DDM is characterized by the contraction
rate which we allow to be local, i.e., depending on the parameter. We construct confi-
dence sets as DDM-credible sets and address the issue of optimality of such sets, via a
trade-off between its “size” (the local radial rate) and its coverage probability. In the
mildly ill-posed inverse signal-in-white-noise model, we construct a DDM as empirical
Bayes posterior with respect to a certain prior, and define its (default) credible set.
Then we introduce excessive bias restriction (EBR), more general than self-similarity
and polished tail condition recently studied in the literature. Under EBR, we estab-
lish the confidence optimality of our credible set with some local (oracle) radial rate.
We also derive the oracle estimation inequality and the oracle DDM-contraction rate,
non-asymptotically and uniformly in ℓ2. The obtained local results are more powerful
than global: adaptive minimax results for a number of smoothness scales follow as
consequence, in particular, the ones considered by Szabo´ et al. (2015) [21].
1 Introduction
Suppose we observe a random elementX(ε) ∼ P(ε)0 ∈ P(ε), X(ε) ∈ X (ε) for some measurable
space (X (ε),A(ε)), where A(ε) is a σ-algebra on X (ε). In fact, we consider a sequence of
observation models parametrized by ε > 0. Parameter ε is assumed to be known, it reflects
in some sense the influx of information in the data X(ε) as ε → 0. For instance, ε can
be the variance of an additive noise, or ε = n−1/2, where n is the sample size. To avoid
overloaded notations, we will often drop the dependence on ε; for example, X = X(ε) etc.
Let P = {Pθ, θ ∈ Θ} and P0 = Pθ0 , where θ0 ∈ Θ ⊆ L is an unknown parameter
of interest belonging to some subset Θ of a linear space L equipped with a (semi-)metric
d(·, ·) : L × L → R+ = [0,+∞). From now on, when we deal with probabilities of events
in terms of the data X ∼ Pθ, we write Pθ. By θ0 we denote the so called “true” value of
the parameter θ to distinguish it from the variable θ ∈ Θ.
The aim is to construct an optimal (to be defined later) confidence set for the parameter
θ0 ∈ Θ on the basis of observation X ∼ P0 ∈ P, with a prescribed coverage probability.
The convention throughout this paper is that we measure the size of a set by the smallest
possible radius of a ball containing that set. It is thus sufficient to consider only confidence
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balls as confidence sets. Let B(l0, r) = {l ∈ L : d(l0, l) ≤ r} be the ball in space L with
center l0 ∈ L and radius r ≥ 0. Denote by BL the corresponding Borel σ-algebra on L
and by BR the usual Borel σ-algebra on R. A general confidence ball for the parameter
θ is of the form B(θ˜, r˜) = {θ ∈ L : d(θ, θ˜) ≤ r˜}, with some data dependent center (DD-
center) θ˜ = θ˜(X) = θ˜(X, ε), θ˜ : X → Θ, and some data dependent radius (DD-radius)
r˜ = r˜(X) = r˜(X, ε), r˜ : X → R+ = {a ∈ R : a ≥ 0}. The quantities θ˜ and r˜ are
(A,BR)-measurable functions of the data.
Suppose we are given a data dependent measure (DDM) P(·|X) on Θ (we will say: a
DDM on the parameter θ). In order to settle the measurability issue for the rest of the
paper, by DDM we will always mean a measurable probability measure in the sense that
for all x ∈ X the quantity P(·|X = x) is a probability measure on (BL,Θ) (can be relaxed
to Pθ0-almost all x ∈ X , for all θ0 ∈ Θ) and P(B|X) is A-measurable for each B ∈ BL.
Typically, a DDM is obtained by using a Bayesian approach, as the resulting posterior (or
empirical Bayes posterior) distribution with respect to some prior on Θ, see Supplement
for more details on how Bayes approach yields DDM’s. We slightly abuse the traditional
notation P(·|X) because in general a DDM does not have to be a conditional distribution.
Notice that empirical Bayes posteriors are, strictly speaking, not conditional distributions
either. Other examples considered in the literature that fall under the category of DDMs
are (generalized) fiducial distributions and bootstrap.
A “good” DDM can be used for all kind of inference: e.g., estimation, construction of
confidence sets (nowadays termed as uncertainty quantification), testing. As to confidence
sets, given a DDM P(·|X) on Θ, we can take a DDM-credible set Cα(X) of level α ∈ [0, 1],
i.e., P(θ ∈ Cα(X)|X) ≥ α, as a candidate confidence set. In this paper we focus on the
following, for now loosely formulated, question:
When does DDM-credibility lead to confidence?
Let us specify the optimality framework for confidence sets. We would like to construct
such a confidence ball B(θˆ, Crˆ) that for any α1, α2 ∈ (0, 1] and some functional r(θ) =
rε(θ), rε : Θ→ R+, there exists C, c > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε0] with some ε0 > 0,
sup
θ∈Θcov
Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, Crˆ)) ≤ α1, sup
θ∈Θsize
Pθ
(
rˆ ≥ crε(θ)
) ≤ α2, (1)
where Θcov,Θsize ⊆ Θ. In some papers, a confidence set satisfying the first relation in
(1) is called honest over Θcov. The quantity rε(θ) has the meaning of the effective radius
of the confidence ball B(θˆ, Crˆ). We call the quantity rε(θ) radial rate. Clearly, there
are many possible radial rates, but it is desirable to find the “fastest” (i.e., smallest)
radial rate rε(θ), for which the relations (1) hold for “massive” Θcov,Θsize ⊆ Θ, ideally
for Θcov = Θsize = Θ. The two relations in (1) are called coverage and size properties.
Asymptotic formulation is also possible: lim supε→0 should be taken, constants α1, α2, C,
c (possibly sets Θcov,Θsize) can be allowed to depend on ε.
Thus the following optimality aspects are involved in the framework (1): the coverage,
the radial rate, and the uniformity subsets Θcov,Θsize. The optimality is basically a
trade-off between these complementary aspects pushed to the utmost limits, when further
improving upon one aspect leads to a deterioration in another aspect. For example, the
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smaller the local radial rate rε(θ) in (1), the better. But if it is too small, the size
requirement in (1) may hold uniformly only over some “thin” set Θsize ⊂ Θ. On the other
hand, if one insists on Θcov = Θsize = Θ, then it may be impossible to establish (1) for
interesting (relatively small) radial rates rε(θ).
One approach to optimality is via minimax estimation framework. It is assumed that
θ ∈ Θβ ⊆ Θ for some “smoothness” parameter β ∈ B, which may be known or unknown
(non-adaptive or adaptive formulation). The key notion here is the so called minimax rate
Rε(Θβ), see Supplement. The radial rate is taken to be rε(θ) = Rε(Θβ), which is a global
quantity as it is constant for all θ ∈ Θβ. In the nonadaptive case, it can be shown that
the minimax rate Rε(Θβ) is the best global radial rate (i.e., among all radial rates that are
constant on Θβ); see Supplement for more details.
An adaptation problem arises when, for a given family of models {Θβ , β ∈ B} (called
scale), we only know that θ ∈ Θβ for some unknown β ∈ B. In fact, θ ∈ ∪β∈BΘβ ⊆ Θ
and the problem becomes in general more difficult. For a Θ′cov ⊆ Θ, we want to construct
such a confidence ball B(θˆ, Crˆ) that
sup
θ∈Θ′cov
Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, Crˆ)) ≤ α1, sup
θ∈Θβ
Pθ
(
rˆ ≥ cRε(Θβ)
) ≤ α2 ∀β ∈ B, (2)
possibly in asymptotic setting: put lim supε→0 in front of both sup in (2). Ideally, B is
“massive” and Θ′cov ⊇ Θβ. However, in general it is impossible to construct optimal (fully)
adaptive confidence set in the minimax sense: the coverage requirement in (2) does not
hold even for Θ′cov = Θβ. For the classical many normal means model, there are negative
results in [15], [1], [7]; this is also discussed in [19]. A way to achieve adaptivity is to
remove the so called deceptive parameters (in [21] they are called inconvenient truths)
from Θ, i.e., consider a strictly smaller set Θ′cov ⊂ Θ. Examples are: Θ′cov = Θss, the
so called self-similar parameters (related to Sobolev/Besov scales) introduced in [18] and
later studied in [5], [6], [21], [17], [20]; and Θ′cov = Θpt, a more general class of polished
tail parameters introduced in [21]. More literature on adaptive minimax confidence sets:
[16], [3], [18], [13], [10], [11], [14], [5], [6], [17], [21, 22].
In all the above mentioned papers global minimax radial rates Rε(Θβ) (as in (2)) were
studied. In this paper we allow local radial rates as in the framework (1). When applied
appropriately, the local approach is actually more powerful and flexible. Namely, suppose
that a local radial rate rε(θ) is such that, for some uniform c > 0,
rε(θ) ≤ cRε(Θβ), for all θ ∈ Θβ, β ∈ B. (3)
If in addition Θ′cov ⊆ Θcov and Θβ ⊆ Θsize for all β ∈ B, then the results of type (1) imply
the results of type (2), simultaneously for all scales {Θβ, β ∈ B} for which (3) is satisfied.
We say that the local radial rate rε(θ) covers these scales; more details are in Supplement.
In Section 2 we consider a general setting and present two types of conditions on a
DDM P(·|X): the upper and lower bounds on the DDM-contraction rate in terms of a
given local radial rate rε(θ0). Roughly speaking, the upper bound condition means that the
DDM P(·|X) contracts at θ0 with the local rate at least rε(θ0), from the Pθ0-perspective;
then one can also construct a DD-center θ˜ which is an estimator of θ0 with the rate rε(θ0).
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The lower bound condition means that the DDM concentrates around the DD-center θ˜ at
a rate that is not faster than rε(θ0). We show that the upper bound condition allows to
control the size of the P(·|X)-credible ball, whereas the lower bound is in some sense the
minimal condition for providing its sufficient Pθ0-coverage.
In Section 3 we consider the mildly ill-posed inverse signal-in-white-noise model and
implement the general approach of Section 2. We construct a DDM P(·|X), which is in
fact the empirical Bayes posterior resulting from a certain two-level hierarchical prior. For
the proposed DDM, we first prove the upper bound type result. Namely, we establish
that the DDM P(·|X) contracts, from the Pθ0-perspective, to θ0 with the local rate rε(θ0),
which is the best (fastest) contraction rate over some family of DDMs (therefore also called
oracle rate). The DDM contraction result is non-asymptotic and uniform in θ0 ∈ ℓ2. The
local radial rate rε(θ0) satisfies (3) for typical smoothness scales such as Sobolev and
analytic ellipsoids, Sobolev hyperrectangles, tail classes, certain scales of Besov classes
and ℓp-bodies. This means that we obtained, as consequence of our local result, the
adaptive minimax contraction rate results over all these scales for the DDM P(·|X). An
accompanying result is that, by using the DDM P(·|X), a DD-center θ˜ can be constructed
that converges to θ0 also with the local rate rε(θ0), thus also yielding the panorama of the
minimax adaptive estimation results over all these scales simultaneously.
Although the upper bound results are of interest on its own, our main purpose is to
construct an optimal (according to the framework (1)) confidence set. To this end, the
established upper bound results imply the size relation for a P(·|X)-credible ball in (1)
with the local radial rate rε(θ0), uniformly over Θsize = ℓ2. For the coverage relation
in (1) to hold, we also need the lower bound results. It turns out that the lower bound
result can be established uniformly only over some Θcov ⊂ ℓ2, which forms an actual
restriction. This is in accordance with the above mentioned fact that it is impossible to
construct optimal (fully) adaptive confidence set in the minimax sense. We propose a set
Θcov = Θeb of (non-deceptive) parameters satisfying the so called excessive bias restriction
and derive the lower bound uniformly over this set. Combining the obtained upper and
lower bounds, we establish the optimality (1) of a (default) DDM-credible ball with Θcov =
Θeb, Θsize = ℓ2 and the local radial rate rε(θ0). The class Θeb is more general than the
earlier mentioned self-similar and polished tail parameters, namely, Θss ⊆ Θpt ⊆ Θeb.
Moreover, the established (local) optimality (1) implies the global optimality (2) in the
sense of adaptive minimaxity over all scales for which (3) is fulfilled, in particular for the
ones considered by Szabo´ et al. (2015). In this paper, we primarily interested in non-
asymptotic assertions, asymptotic versions can be readily obtained. Section 4 contains
the proofs of the main results. The elaboration on some points and some background
information related to the paper are provided in Supplement.
2 General DDM-based construction of confidence ball
2.1 DDM-credible ball
Suppose we are given a DDM P(·|X) on θ. The goal of this section is to construct a
confidence set by using this DDM and to elaborate on its coverage and size. Recall that
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our optimality framework is (1), with a local radial rate r(θ0) = rε(θ0). In this section
we are not concerned with specific choices for radial rates and simply suppose that we are
given some local radial rate r(θ0). As X = X
(ε), the DDM P(·|X) depends on ε. Hence,
so do all the DDM-based quantities. In this section we omit this dependence completely
to ease the notations. The convention for the rest of this section is that all assumptions
and claims hold for all ε ∈ [0, ε0] with some ε0 > 0.
First we present the general construction of a confidence ball by using the DDM P(θ|X)
and a DD-center θˆ = θˆ(X). For a κ ∈ (0, 1), define the DD-radius
rˆκ = rˆ(κ,X, θˆ) = inf
{
r : P
(
d(θ, θˆ) ≤ r|X) ≥ 1− κ} (4)
and then, for an M > 0, construct the confidence ball
B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) =
{
θ ∈ Θ : d(θ, θˆ) ≤Mrˆκ
}
. (5)
For M = 1, (5) is the smallest DDM-credible ball around θˆ of level 1 − κ. For a good
DDM that concentrates around θ0 from the Pθ0-perspective (i.e., under X ∼ Pθ0), a
DDM-credible set should also be a good confidence set, but its Pθ0-coverage is in general
lower than 1 − κ because of uncertainty in the data. The multiplicative factor M , not
dependent on ε, is intended to inflate the DDM-credible ball of level 1− κ to account for
this uncertainty.
Now we construct a confidence ball by using only the given DDM P(·|X), without a
predetermined DD-center. For a p ∈ (1/2, 1), define first
rˆ∗ = rˆ∗(p) = inf
{
r : P(d(θ, θ′) ≤ r|X) ≥ p for some θ′ ∈ Θ}. (6)
This is the smallest possible radius of DDM-credible ball of level p. Next, for some ς > 0,
take any (measurable function of data X) θˇ ∈ Θ that satisfies
P(θ : d(θ, θˇ) ≤ (1 + ς)rˆ∗|X) ≥ p. (7)
We call the constructed θˇ = θˇ(p, ς) default DD-center, with respect to the DDM P(·|X).
In words, θˇ = θˇ(p, ς) is the center of the ball of nearly the smallest radius subject to the
constraint that its DDM P(·|X)-mass is at least p.
Finally, define the default DDM-credible ball : for a κ ∈ (0, 1),
B˜ = B˜M = B˜M,κ = B(θˇ,Mrˆκ), (8)
where B(θˇ,Mrˆκ) is defined by (4) and (5), and θˇ is defined by (6) and (7).
2.2 Conditions
Here we present some conditions used later for establishing general statements about the
coverage and the size of the confidence ball (5) (and (8)). For θ0 ∈ Θ, M, δ ≥ 0, some
local radial rate r(θ0), some DDM P(·|X) and DD-center θˆ = θˆ(X), introduce the following
conditions.
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(A1) For some φ1(M) = φ1(M,ε, θ0, θˆ) ≥ 0, such that φ1(M) ↓ 0 as M ↑ ∞,
Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≥Mr(θ0)|X)
] ≤ φ1(M).
(A2) For some ψ(δ) = ψ(δ, ε, θ0, θˆ) ≥ 0 such that ψ(δ) ↓ 0 as δ ↓ 0,
Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≤ δr(θ0)|X)
] ≤ ψ(δ).
(A3) For some φ2(M) = φ2(M,ε, θ0, θˆ) ≥ 0 such that φ2(M) ↓ 0 as M ↑ ∞,
Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) ≥Mr(θ0)
) ≤ φ2(M).
Conditions (A1)–(A3) trivially hold for the functions φ1(M,ε, θ0, θˆ) = Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≥
Mr(θ0)|X)
]
, ψ(δ, ε, θ0, θˆ) = Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≤ δr(θ0)|X)
]
, φ2(M,ε, θ0, θˆ) = Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) ≥
Mr(θ0)
)
. Conditions (A1)–(A3) become really useful when the functions φ1, ψ, φ2 do not
depend on ε ∈ (0, ε0] and θ0 ∈ Θ0, for some ε0 > 0 and Θ0 ⊆ Θ (preferably Θ0 = Θ). Then
(A1) means that P(·|X) concentrates, from the Pθ0-perspective, around θˆ with the radial
rate at least r(θ0), (A2) means that P(·|X) concentrates around θˆ with the radial rate at
most r(θ0). Condition (A3) means that the DD-center θˆ is an estimator of θ0 with the rate
r(θ0). Together (A1) and (A2) imply that P(·|X) concentrates, from the Pθ0-perspective,
on the spherical shell {θ : δr(θ0) ≤ d(θ, θˆ) ≤Mr(θ0)} for sufficiently small δ and large M .
Condition (A1) is reminiscent of the definition of the so called (global) posterior con-
traction rate Rε(Θ) from the nonparametric Bayes literature: Π(d(θ0, θ) ≥ MRε(Θ)|X)
should be small for sufficiently largeM from the Pθ0-probability perspective. The following
introduces a counterpart of a local contraction rate for a general DDM P(·|X).
(A˜1) For some ϕ(M) = ϕ(M,ε, θ0) ≥ 0 such that ϕ(M) ↓ 0 as M ↑ ∞,
Eθ0
[
P(d(θ0, θ) ≥Mr(θ0)|X)
] ≤ ϕ(M).
Clearly, condition (A1) is implied by conditions (A˜1) and (A3) for the function φ1(M) =
φ2(aM) + ϕ((1 − a)M) with any a ∈ (0, 1).
Introduce a strengthened version of condition (A2).
(A˜2) For some ψ(δ) = ψ(δ, ε, θ0) ≥ 0 such that ψ(δ) ↓ 0 as δ ↓ 0 and any DD-center
θ˜ = θ˜(X), Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θ˜) ≤ δr(θ0)|X)
] ≤ ψ(δ).
The difference between ψ from (A2) and ψ from (A˜2) is that the latter does not depend
on the DD-center. We keep however the same notation for the function ψ in (A˜2) as in
(A2) without confusion as we are never going to use both conditions simultaneously.
Instead of non-asymptotic conditions, even in (regular) parametric models one typically
verifies asymptotic versions. In Supplement we introduce asymptotic (as ε → 0) versions
of conditions (A1)–(A3), (A˜1)–(A˜2) denoted as (AA1)–(AA3) and (AA˜1)–(AA˜2). The
asymptotic versions of all the assertions below can be reproduced by using (AA1)–(AA3)
instead of (A1)–(A3). More remarks about the conditions are in Supplement.
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2.3 Conditions for default confidence ball
The following proposition claims that condition (A˜1) implies conditions (A1) and (A3) for
the default DD-center θˇ defined by (6)–(7), with appropriate choices of φ1 and φ2. Hence,
(A˜1)–(A˜2) imply (A˜1) and (A2) which in turn imply (A1)–(A3) for θˇ.
Proposition 1. Let condition (A˜1) be fulfilled with function ϕ(M) and let the default
DD-center θˇ be defined by (6) and (7). Then condition (A1) holds with function φ1(M) =
ϕ(aM/(2+ ς))/p+ϕ((1−a)M) for any a ∈ (0, 1), and condition (A3) holds with function
φ2(M) = ϕ(M/(2 + ς))/p.
Proof. If (A3) holds true with φ2(M) = ϕ(M/(2+ ς))/p, then, by using this and (A˜1), we
obtain that, for any a ∈ (0, 1),
Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˇ) ≥Mr(θ0)|X)
] ≤Eθ0[P(d(θ, θ0) ≥ aMr(θ0)|X)]
+ Eθ0
[
P(d(θ0, θˇ) ≥ (1− a)Mr(θ0)|X)
]
,
which implies (A1) with φ1(M) = ϕ(aM/(2 + ς))/p + ϕ((1 − a)M).
Therefore, it remains to show (A3) with the function φ2(M) = ϕ(M/(2 + ς))/p. From
(A˜1) it follows by the Markov inequality that
Pθ0
(
P(θ ∈ B(θ0,Mr(θ0)|X) ≥ p
) ≥ 1− ϕ(M)p .
By (7), the ball B(θˇ, (1+ ς)rˆ∗) has P(·|X)-probability at least p. If the ball B(θ0,Mr(θ0))
also has P(·|X)-probability at least p (which happens with Pθ0-probability at least 1 −
ϕ(M)
p ), then, firstly, rˆ
∗ ≤ Mr(θ0) by virtue of the definition (6) of rˆ∗, and, secondly, the
balls B(θˇ, (1 + ς)rˆ∗) and B(θ0,Mr(θ0)) must intersect, otherwise the total P(·|X)-mass
would exceed 2p > 1. Hence, by the triangle inequality, d(θ0, θˇ) ≤ (1 + ς)rˆ∗ +Mr(θ0) ≤
(2 + ς)Mr(θ0), with Pθ0-probability at least 1 − ϕ(M)/p. Hence, condition (A3) holds
with φ2(M) = ϕ(M/(2 + ς))/p for the default DD-center θˇ.
Remark 1. Of course, rˆ∗ depends on p and θˇ depends on both p and ς. We however skip
this dependences from the notations by assuming from now on that p = 2/3 and ς = 1/2.
We take a = 1/2 in Proposition 1. According to Proposition 1, if condition (A˜1) is fulfilled
with function ϕ(M), then conditions (A1) and (A3) hold for the default DD-center θˇ, with
the functions φ1(M) = 3ϕ(M/5)/2 + ϕ(M/2) and φ2(M) = 3ϕ(2M/5)/2 respectively.
2.4 Coverage and size of the DDM-credible set
Recall that our main goal is to construct a confidence ball satisfying the optimality frame-
work (1). In this subsection we present some simple general (coverage and size) properties
of the DDM-credible ball B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) defined by (5) with a DDM P(·|X) and a DD-center θˆ
satisfying (A1)–(A3). Next we briefly outline how these properties can be used to establish
the optimality framework (1) in concrete settings.
The following proposition gives an upper bound for the coverage probability of the
confidence ball (5).
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Proposition 2. For a θ0 ∈ Θ and some radial rate r(θ0), let κ ∈ (0, 1) and the ball
B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) be defined by (5) with a DDM P(·|X) and a DD-center θˆ satisfying conditions
(A2) and (A3). Then for any M, δ > 0,
Pθ0
(
θ0 6∈ B(θˆ,Mrˆκ)
)
= Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) > Mrˆκ
) ≤ φ2(Mδ) + ψ(δ)
1− κ.
Proof. By the Markov inequality, (4) and conditions (A2) and (A3), we derive
Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) > Mrˆκ
) ≤ Pθ0(d(θ0, θˆ) > Mrˆκ, rˆκ ≥ δr(θ0))+ Pθ0(rˆκ < δr(θ0))
≤ Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) > Mδr(θ0)
)
+ Pθ0
(
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≤ δr(θ0)|X) ≥ 1− κ
)
≤ φ2(Mδ) + Eθ0(P (d(θ, θˆ) ≤ δr(θ0)|X)
1− κ ≤ φ2(Mδ) +
ψ(δ)
1− κ.
It is not difficult to see that (A2) guarantees that the rate r(θ0) is actually sharp.
Indeed, as is already derived in the proof of Proposition 2,
Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≤ δr(θ0)
) ≤ ψ(δ)
1− κ.
The following assertion gives some bound on the effective size of B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) in terms
of the local radial rate r(θ0) from the Pθ0-perspective.
Proposition 3. For a θ0 ∈ Θ, let a DDM P(·|X) and a DD-center θˆ satisfy (A1) for
some radial rate r(θ0). Let rˆκ be defined by (4). Then for any κ ∈ (0, 1), M > 0,
Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≥Mr(θ0)
) ≤ φ1(M)
κ
.
Proof. By the conditional Markov inequality, (4) and condition (A1),
Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≥Mr(θ0)
) ≤ Pθ0(P(d(θ, θˆ) ≤Mr(θ0)|X) ≤ 1− κ)
= Pθ0
(
P(d(θ, θˆ) > Mr(θ0)|X) > κ
)
≤ Eθ0
(
P(d(θ, θˆ) > Mr(θ0)|X)
)
κ
≤ φ1(M)
κ
.
Suppose conditions (A1)–(A3) are fulfilled for some DDM P(·|X) and DD-center θˆ,
with some local radial rate r(θ0) and functions φ1, ψ, φ2. Let us elucidate what else
is needed in concrete situations to derive the optimality framework (1). Suppose the
following uniform bounds hold:
φ1(M,ε, θ0) ≤ φ¯1(M) ∀θ0 ∈ Θsize ⊆ Θ,
φ2(M,ε, θ0) ≤ φ¯2(M), ψ(M,ε, θ0) ≤ ψ¯(M), ∀θ0 ∈ Θcov ⊆ Θ,
for all ε ∈ (0, ε0], where φ¯1(M) ↓ 0, φ¯2(M) ↓ 0 as M ↑ ∞ and ψ¯(δ) ↓ 0 as δ ↓ 0. Clearly,
then Propositions 2 and 3 ensure (1) for the ball B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) and the radial rate r(θ0) by
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taking sufficiently large M . In fact, we can optimize the choice of M as follows: first
determine
min
δ>0
{
φ¯2(Mδ) +
ψ¯(δ)
1− κ
}
= φ¯(M,κ),
where φ¯(M,κ) ↓ 0 as M ↑ ∞. Next, take constants M1 and M2 sufficiently large so
that φ¯(M1, κ) ≤ α1 and φ¯1(M2)/κ ≤ α2. Then the optimality framework (1) holds with
C =M1 and c =M2.
Finally, let us mention some additional material provided in Supplement.
- Two examples, the normal model and the so called Bernstein-von Mises case, demon-
strating the application of Propositions 2 and 3.
- A corollary from Propositions 1–3 for the default confidence ball B˜M,κ defined by
(8), which can also be used for establishing the optimality framework (1).
- A proposition, demonstrating that (A2) is in some sense the minimal condition for
providing a sufficient Pθ0-coverage of the P(·|X)-credible ball with the sharpest rate.
3 Inverse signal-in-white-noise model
3.1 The model
Let N = {1, 2, . . .} and σ = (σi, i ∈ N) be a positive nondecreasing sequence. We observe
X = X(ε) = (Xi, i ∈ N) ∼ Pθ = P(ε)θ =
⊗
i∈N
N(θi, σ
2
i ), σ
2
i = ε
2κ2i , (9)
i.e., Xi
ind∼ N(θi, σ2i ), i ∈ N. Here θ = (θi, i ∈ N) ∈ Θ = ℓ2 is an unknown parameter of
interest. Without loss of generality, we set
ε2 = min
i
σ2i = σ
2
1 and κi = σi/ε ≥ 1, so that σ2i = ε2κ2i .
Thus, the nondecreasing sequence {κ2i , i ∈ N} reflects the ill-posedness of the model and
ε2 is the noise intensity describing the information increase in the data X(ε) as ε → 0.
The model (9) is known to be the sequence version of the inverse signal-in-white-noise
model. There is now a vast literature about this model, especially for the direct case:
κ2i = 1, i ∈ N. This model is of a canonical type and serves, by virtue of the so called
equivalence principle, as a purified approximation to some other statistical models. The
direct case of the model (9) can be related, in exact terms, to the generalized linear
Gaussian model as introduced by [4], the continuous white noise model, certain discrete
regression model; and as an approximating model, to the density estimation problem,
spectral function estimation, various regression models. Examples of inverse problems
fitting the framework (9) can be found in [8]; see further references therein. The statistical
inference results for the generic model (9) can be conveyed to other models, according to
the equivalence principle. However, in general the problem of establishing the equivalence
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in a precise sense is a delicate task. We will not go into this, but focus on the model (9).
Some more information can be found in Supplement.
By default, all summations and products are over N, unless otherwise specified, e.g.,⊗
i =
⊗
i∈N. Introduce some notations: ‖θ‖ = (
∑
i θ
2
i )
1/2 is the ℓ2-norm; for a, b ∈ R,
⌊a⌋ = max{z ∈ Z : z ≤ a}, Σ(a) = ∑i≤a σ2i , a ∨ b = max{a, b}, a ∧ b = min{a, b};
ϕ(x, µ, σ2) is the N(µ, σ2)-density at x, N(µ, 0) means a Dirac measure at µ; the indicator
function 1{E} = 1 if the event E occurs and is zero otherwise. Let ∑ni=k ai = 0 if n < k.
If random quantities appear in a relation, then this relation should be understood in
Pθ0-almost sure sense, for the “true” θ0 ∈ Θ.
We complete this subsection with conditions on σ2i ’s (or, equivalently, on κ
2
i ’s): for
any ρ, τ0 ≥ 1, γ > 0, there exist some positive K1, K2 = K2(ρ), K3 = K3(γ), K4 ∈ (0, 1),
τ > 2 (this can be relaxed to τ ≥ 1) and K5 = K5(τ0) such that the relations
(i) nσ2n ≤ K1Σ(n), (ii) Σ(ρn) ≤ K2(ρ)Σ(n),
(iii)
∑
n
e−γnΣ(n) ≤ K3(γ)σ21 , (10)
(iv) Σ(⌊m/τ⌋) ≤ (1−K4)Σ(m), (v) lσ2⌊l/τ0⌋ ≥ K5(τ0)
l∑
i=⌊l/τ0⌋+1
σ2i ,
hold for all n ∈ N, all m ≥ τ and all l ≥ τ0, Although there is in principle some freedom
in choosing sequence κi describing the ill-posedness of the problem, to avoid unnecessary
technical complications, from now on we assume the so called mildly ill-posed case: κ2i =
i2p, i ∈ N, for some p ≥ 0.
Remark 2. The mildly ill-posed case κ2i = i
2p satisfies (10) with K1 = 2p + 1, K2 =
(ρ+1)2p+1, K3 =
4(8p+4)2p
(eγ)2p+1(eγ/2−1) (a rough bound),K4 =
1
2 , τ can be any number satisfying
τ ≥ 21+1/(2p+1) and K5 = (2τ0)−2p; see Supplement for the calculations.
3.2 Constructing DDM P(θ|X) as empirical Bayes posterior
Here we construct a DDM P(·|X) on θ which we later use for constructing a confidence
set as DDM-credible ball, according to the general approach described in Section 2. The
optimality (1) will then be established for appropriate choices of involved quantities.
For some fixed K,α > 0, introduce the following (mixture) DDM on θ:
P(·|X) = PK,α(·|X) =
∑
I
PI(·|X)P(I = I|X), (11)
where the family of DDMs {PI(·|X), I ∈ N} on θ and the DDM P(I = I|X) on I are
PI(·|X) =
⊗
i
N
(
Xi(I), Lσ
2
i 1{i ≤ I}
)
, (12)
P(I = I|X) = λI
⊗
i ϕ(Xi,Xi(I), τ
2
i (I) + σ
2
i )∑
J λJ
⊗
i ϕ(Xi,Xi(J), τ
2
i (J) + σ
2
i )
, (13)
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with L = KK+1 (can be any positive value), Cα = e
α − 1, and
Xi(I) = Xi1{i ≤ I}, τ2i (I) = Kε21{i ≤ I}, λI = Cαe−αI , i, I ∈ N, (14)
so that
∑
I λI = 1. The quantity (13) exists as Pθ0-almost sure limit of
Pn(I = I|X) = λI
⊗n
i=1 ϕ(Xi,Xi(I), τ
2
i (I) + σ
2
i )∑
J λJ
⊗n
i=1 ϕ(Xi,Xi(J), τ
2
i (J) + σ
2
i )
.
The DDM (11) can be associated with the empirical Bayes posterior originating from
the following two-level hierarchical prior Π:
θ|(I = I) ∼ ΠI,µ(I) =
⊗
i
N(µi(I), τ
2
i (I)), P(I = I) = λI , (15)
where τ2i (I) and λI are defined by (14), µ(I) = (µi(I), i ∈ N) with µi(I) = µI,i1{i ≤ I}.
Indeed, the model (9) and the prior (15) lead to the corresponding marginal PX,µ(X)
and the posterior Πµ(·|X) =
∑
I Πµ(·|X,I = I)Πµ(I = I|X), where µ = (µ(I), I ∈ N)
(mind that µ is a sequence of sequences). Then P(·|X) = Πµˆ(·|X), where L = KK+1 and
µˆ = (µˆ(I), I ∈ N) (with µˆ(I) = (µˆi(I), i ∈ N) and µˆi(I) = Xi1{i ≤ I}) is the empirical
Bayes estimator obtained by maximizing the marginal PX,µ(X) with respect to µ. Indeed,
as is easy to see, PI(·|X) = Πµˆ(·|X,I = I) and P(I = I|X) = Πµˆ(I = I|X).
Notice that we actually follow the Bayesian tradition since the obtained DDM P(·|X),
defined by (11), results from certain empirical Bayes posterior. However, in principle we
can manipulate with different ingredient in constructing DDMs. For example, different
choices for PI(·|X) and P(I = I|X) in (11) are possible, not necessarily coming from the
(same) Bayesian approach. For example, some other P(I = I|X) in (11) will do the job
as well, another constant L > 0 is possible, etc. More on this is in Supplement.
Remark 3. One more choice for DDM within Bayesian tradition is the empirical Bayes
posterior with respect to I:
Pˆ(·|X) = PIˆ(·|X), with Iˆ = min
{
argmax
I∈N
P(I = I|X)
}
, (16)
where PI(·|X) and P(I = I|X) are defined by respectively (12) and (13). All the below
claims about the DDM P(·|X) defined by (11) hold also for the DDM Pˆ(·|X) exactly in
the same way; see Supplement. A connection of the DDM Pˆ(·|X) to penalized estimators
is also discussed in Supplement.
3.3 Local DDM-contraction rate: upper bound
First we introduce the local contraction rate for the DDM P(·|X). Notice that the DDM
P(·|X) is a random mixture over DDMs PI(·|X), I ∈ N. From the Pθ0-perspective, each
PI(·|X) contracts to the true θ0 with the local rate r(I, θ0):
r2(I, θ0) = rσ(I, θ0) =
∑
i≤I
σ2i +
∑
i>I
θ20,i, I ∈ N. (17)
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Indeed, denoting X(I) = (Xi1{i ≤ I}, i ∈ N), we evaluate
Eθ0PI(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥Mr(I, θ0)|X) ≤
Eθ0
[‖X(I) − θ0‖2 + L∑i≤I σ2i ]
M2r2(I, θ0)
=
2
∑
i≤I σ
2
i +
∑∞
i>I θ
2
0,i
M2r2(I, θ0)
≤ 2
M2
. (18)
Thus, we have the family of local rates P = P(N) = {r(I, θ), I ∈ N}. For each θ ∈ ℓ2,
there is the best choice Io = Io(θ) = Io(θ, σ) of parameter I, called oracle, corresponding
to the smallest possible rate r(Io, θ) called the oracle rate (over the family P) given by
r2(θ) = r2(Io, θ) = min
I∈N
r2(I, θ) =
∑
i≤Io
σ2i +
∑
i>Io
θ2i . (19)
Notice r2(θ) ≥ σ21 = ε2 and Io(θ) ≥ 1 for any θ ∈ ℓ2, because we minimize over N. This is
not restrictive since if the minimum is taken over I ∈ N∪{0}, all the results will hold only
for the oracle rate with an additive penalty term, a multiple of ε2. This will boil down to
the same resulting local rate.
The following theorem establishes the local upper bound (19) for the contraction rate
of the DDM P(·|X) defined by (11).
Theorem 1 (Upper bound). Let the DDM P(·|X) and the local rate r(θ) be defined by (11)
and (19) respectively, with K ≥ 1.87, α > 0. Then there exists a constant Cor = Cor(K,α)
such that, for any θ0 ∈ ℓ2 and M > 0,
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥Mr(θ0)∣∣X) ≤ Cor
M2
.
We provide the proof of this theorem in Section 4. Although the condition K ≥ 1.87
emerges as an artifact of the proof technique, in a way it has the same meaning as bounds
for the penalty constants for the penalized estimators. More on this is in Supplement.
Theorem 1 establishes a non-asymptotic local upper bound for the contraction rate of
the DDM (11) for the model (9), uniformly over ℓ2-space. This ensures the size property
in (1) for the default confidence ball (8) by using the DDM (11), with the radial rate r(θ0)
defined by (19) and Θsize = ℓ2. We will come back to this when proving the main result,
Theorem 4.
Besides being an ingredient for establishing the confidence optimality (1), the above
theorem is of its own interest. The results with local contraction rates are intrinsically
adaptive in the sense that the contraction rate r(Io, θ0) is fast for “smooth” θ0’s and
slow for “rough” ones. This is a stronger and more refined property than being globally
adaptive. Let us elucidate the potential strength of local results.
To characterize the quality of Bayesian procedures, the notion of posterior contraction
rate was first introduced and studied in [12]. Clearly, it extends directly to DDMs and
a non-asymptotic version of this notion for DDMs is in fact given by condition (A˜2).
Typically in the literature, contraction rate is related to the (global) minimax rate R(Θβ)
over a certain set Θβ ∋ θ0. The optimality of Bayesian procedures is then understood in
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the sense of adaptive minimax posterior convergence rate: given a prior (knowledge of β
is not used in the prior), the resulting posterior contracts, from the Pθ0-perspective, to
the “true” θ0 ∈ Θβ with the minimax rate R(Θβ).
For a scale Θ(B) = {Θβ , β ∈ B}, let {R(Θβ), β ∈ B} be the family of the pertain-
ing minimax rates. Suppose (3) is fulfilled for the local rate r(θ0) defined by (19) and
{R(Θβ), β ∈ B}. Then, in view of (3), Theorem 1 entails that the DDM P(·|X) (11)
must also contract to θ0 with (at least) the minimax rate Rε(Θβ) uniformly in θ0 ∈ Θβ
for each β ∈ B. Thus, the adaptive (over the scale Θ(B)) minimax contraction rate result
for P(·|X) follows immediately. Foremost, Theorem 1 implies adaptive minimax results
simultaneously for all scales for which (3) is fulfilled. In particular, (3) is satisfied for the
following scales: Sobolev and analytic ellipsoids, Sobolev hyperrectangles (in fact, rather
general ℓ2-ellipsoids and hyperrectangles, considered below), certain scales of Besov classes
and ℓp-bodies, tail classes. See Supplement for details where we also consider the situation
when the local oracle results over one family of rates imply the local oracle results over
another family of rates.
For example, consider general ellipsoids and hyperrectangles
E(a) = {θ ∈ ℓ2 : ∑
i
( θiai )
2 ≤ 1}, H(a) = {θ ∈ ℓ2 : |θi| ≤ ai, i ∈ N}, (20)
where a = (ai, i ∈ N) is nonincreasing sequence of numbers in [0,+∞] which converge
to 0 as i → ∞, a1 ≥ c1ε for some c1 > 0. Here we adopt the conventions 0/0 = 0 and
x/(+∞) = 0 for x ∈ R. Let R2(Θ) = inf θˆ supθ∈Θ Eθ‖θˆ − θ‖2 denote the (quadratic)
minimax risk over a set Θ, where the infimum is taken over all possible estimators θˆ =
θˆ(X), measurable functions of the data X. One can show (see Supplement) that
sup
θ0∈E(a)
r2(θ0) ≤ (2π)2R2(E(a)), sup
θ0∈H(a)
r2(θ0) ≤ 52R2(H(a)). (21)
Instead of (2π)2, one can put a tighter constant 4.44 in the direct case, which possibly
holds for the ill-posed case as well; see Supplement. Then Theorem 1 implies that
sup
θ0∈Θ(a)
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥MR(Θ(a))∣∣X) ≤ C
M2
, for some C = C(K,α),
where Θ(a) is either E(a) or H(a) for some unknown a. In particular, we obtain the
minimax contraction rates for the four scales considered in [21]: two families of ellipsoids
(Sobolev and analytic) and two families of hyperrectangles (Sobolev and parametric); see
Supplement.
It turns out that the DDM P(·|X) defined by (11) can also be used for estimating the
parameter θ0. Namely, define the estimator
θ˜ = E(θ|X) =
∑
I
X(I)P(I = I|X), X(I) = (Xi1{i ≤ I}, i ∈ N), (22)
which is just the DDM P(·|X)-expectation. This estimator satisfies the following oracle
estimation inequality.
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Theorem 2 (Oracle inequality). Let the conditions of Theorem 1 be fulfilled, θ0 ∈ ℓ2,
and θ˜ be defined by (22). Then there exist a constant Cest = Cest(K,α) ≥ 1 such that
Eθ0‖θ˜ − θ0‖2 ≤ Cestr2(θ0), where the oracle rate r(θ) is defined by (19).
This theorem yields the whole panorama of the minimax adaptive estimation results in
the mildly ill-posed inverse setting, simultaneously over all scales for which (3) is fulfilled.
The proof of this theorem is essentially contained in the proof of Theorem 1, but it is still
provided in Supplement. Similar result has been obtained in [9] for the estimator based
on the risk hull minimization method. In that paper, the oracle rate has an extra penalty
term but the multiplicative constant is very tight.
3.4 Local DDM-contraction rate: lower bound under EBR
As we mentioned in the introduction, in general it is impossible to construct optimal (fully)
adaptive confidence set in the minimax sense with a prescribed high coverage probability.
Actually, this is a genuine problem, not connected with an optimality framework used:
global minimax (2), or local (1). Clearly, the same problem should occur for the local
approach (1), because otherwise we would have solved the minimax version of the problem
as well. The intuition is that there are so called “deceptive” parameters θ0 that “trick”
the DDM P(·|X) in the sense that the random radius rˆ defined by (4) is overoptimistic,
i.e., of a smaller order than the actual radial rate r(θ0). The coverage probability is then
too small.
A way to fix this problem is to remove a set (preferably, minimal) of deceptive pa-
rameters from the set Θ (in our case ℓ2) and derive the coverage relation in (1) for the
remaining set of non-deceptive parameters. In a different framework, [18] introduced such
a set, the so called self-similar (SS) parameters, studied later by many authors in various
settings and models. A somewhat restrictive feature of the self-similarity property is that
it is linked to the Sobolev (Besov) smoothness scale. In [21] a more general condition
is introduced that is not linked to a particular smoothness scale, the polished tail (PT)
condition: for some L0 > 0 (L0 ≥ 1 for Θpt to be not empty), N0 ∈ N and ρ0 ≥ 2,
Θpt = Θpt(L0, N0, ρ0) =
{
θ ∈ ℓ2 :
∞∑
i=N
θ2i ≤ L0
ρ0N∑
i=N
θ2i , ∀N ≥ N0
}
.
In [21] it is shown that Θss ⊆ Θpt, i.e., PT is more general than SS.
Introduce the surrogate oracle rate r(I¯o, θ0), with the surrogate oracle I¯o defined as
follows:
I¯o = argmin
I
R2(I, θ0), R
2(I, θ0) = R
2
σ(I, θ0) = Iε
2 +
∑
i>I
θ20,i
κ2i
. (23)
The quantity R(I, θ0) is nothing else but the oracle rate for the parameter θ¯ = (θi/κi, i ∈
N) in the “direct” model X˜ = (Xi/κi, i ∈ N) ∼
⊗
iN(θ¯i, ε
2). Note that I¯o = Io in the
direct case κ2i = 1.
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Introduce the excessive bias restriction (EBR): θ0 ∈ Θeb(τ) for τ > 0,
Θeb = Θeb(τ) = Θeb(τ, ε) =
{
θ ∈ ℓ2 :
∑
i>I¯o
θ2i ≤ τ
∑
i≤I¯o
σ2i
}
,
where I¯o = I¯o(θ) is defined by (23). Note that in principle Θeb also depends on ε as we
consider the non-asymptotic setting. For asymptotic considerations (as ε → 0), we can
introduce a uniform (in ε) version of EBR:
Θ¯eb(τ, ε0) =
{
θ ∈ Θeb(τ, ε) for all ε ∈ (0, ε0]
}
= ∩ε∈(0,ε0]Θeb(τ, ε).
We will not consider Θ¯eb(τ, ε0) and Θeb(τ, ε) separately and will always use the latter
notation Θeb(τ) for both in what follows, with the understanding that whenever one needs
the uniform version, one can think of Θeb(τ) as Θ¯eb(τ, ε0), as all assertions below hold also
for the uniform version of EBR.
Let us show that EBR is less restrictive than PT, i.e., for any L0 ≥ 1, N0 ∈ N
and ρ0 ≥ 2, there exists a τ > 0 such that Θpt(L0, N0, ρ0) ⊆ Θeb(τ). From (23), it
follows that for any I > I¯o,
∑I
i=I¯o+1
θ2i
σ2i
≤ I − I¯o. Besides, by condition (i) in (10),
(n − l)σ2n ≤ K1
∑n
i=l+1 σ
2
i (indeed, σ is non-decreasing and K1 ≤ 1) for all n, l ∈ N such
that n > l. Using the last two relations and the property (ii) from (10), we obtain for any
θ ∈ Θpt(L0, N0, ρ0) that
∞∑
i=I¯o+1
θ2i =
N0I¯o−1∑
i=I¯o+1
θ2i +
∞∑
i=N0I¯o
θ2i ≤
N0I¯o−1∑
i=I¯o+1
θ2i + L0
ρ0N0I¯o∑
i=N0I¯o
θ2i
≤ L0σ2ρ0N0I¯o
ρ0N0I¯o∑
i=I¯o+1
θ2i
σ2i
≤ L0σ2ρ0N0I¯o(ρ0N0I¯o − I¯o)
≤ L0K1
ρ0N0I¯o∑
i=I¯o+1
σ2i ≤ L0K1
ρ0N0I¯o∑
i=1
σ2i ≤ L0K1K2(ρ0N0)
I¯o∑
i=1
σ2i ,
so that Θpt(L0, N0, ρ0) ⊆ Θeb(L0K1K2(ρ0N0)) for any N0 ≥ 1.
Summarizing the relations between three types of conditions describing non-deceptive
parameters introduced above, Θss ⊆ Θpt ⊆ Θeb. Thus EBR is the most general condition
among these three. As to the question how big (or “typical”) that set Θeb is, [21] gives
three types of arguments for the PT-parameters: topological, minimax and Bayesian.
Since Θeb ⊇ Θpt, the same arguments certainly apply to Θeb; see [21] for more details on
this.
Now we are ready to formulate the lower bound result for the DDM-contraction rate.
Theorem 3 (Small ball DDM-probability). Let the DDM P(·|X) = PK,α(·|X) be given
by (11), with parameters K,α > 0 such that
α < a(K) ,
1
4
− 1
2
log
(K + 1
2
)
. (24)
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Then there exists Csb = Csb(K,α) > 0 such that, for any θ0 ∈ ℓ2, any DD-center θˆ = θˆ(X)
and any δ ∈ (0, δsb] with δsb = 1 ∧
(√
K(2p+1)
K+1
(a(K)−α
4ea(K)
)p+ 1
2
)
,
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θˆ‖ ≤ δΣ1/2(I¯o)|X) ≤ Csbδ[ log(δ−1)]p+1/2,
where Σ(I¯o) =
∑
i≤I¯o σ
2
i and I¯o = I¯o(θ0) is defined by (23).
Notice that the effective rate in the above lower bound is determined by the variance
term of the oracle surrogate rate r2(I¯o, θ0). Recall that EBR says basically that the
variance term is the main term in the surrogate oracle rate r2(I¯o, θ0). Under θ0 ∈ Θeb(τ),
we thus have r2(θ0) = r
2(Io, θ0) ≤ r2(I¯o, θ0) ≤ (1 + τ)Σ(I¯o). This yields the following
corollary.
Corollary 1 (Lower bound under EBR). Let the conditions of Theorem 3 be satisfied.
Then, for any θ0 ∈ ℓ2, any DD-center θˆ = θˆ(X), any τ > 0 and any δ ∈ (0, δeb] with
δeb = (1 + τ)
−1/2δsb,
sup
θ0∈Θeb(τ)
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θˆ‖ ≤ δr(θ0)|X) ≤ Cebδ[ log(δ−1)]p+1/2,
where Ceb = Csb
√
1 + τ , δsb and Csb are from Theorem 3.
A bound (not the sharpest) for the constant Csb can be found in the proof of Theorem 3.
The above assertion implies condition (A˜2) for the DDM P(·|X) satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 3, with ψ(δ) = Cebδ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+ 1
2 , uniformly in θ0 ∈ Θeb(τ). This ensures the
coverage relation in (1), see the next subsection.
3.5 The main result: confidence ball under EBR
In this subsection we establish the main result of the paper. Let the DDM P(·|X) =
PK,α(·|X) be given by (11), with constants K,α > 0 such that K > 1.87 and condition
(24) is fulfilled. By using the DDM P(·|X), we construct the default DD-center θˇ (7) and
the default confidence ball B˜ = B(θˇ,Mrˆκ) given by (8), with some fixed κ ∈ (0, 1), say
κ = 12 . Theorem 1 implies (A˜1) with ϕ(M) =
Cor
M2
. Then by Proposition 1, (A1) and (A3)
are also fulfilled for the DDM P(·|X) and the default DD-center θˇ, with (see Remark 1)
φ1(M) =
42Cor
M2
, φ2(M) =
10Cor
M2
, uniformly in θ0 ∈ ℓ2.
Let us bound the coverage probability of the default confidence ball B(θˇ,Mrˆκ). In view
of Corollary 1, we conclude that condition (A˜2) is met with ψ(δ) = Cebδ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+1/2
,
uniformly in θ0 ∈ Θeb(τ). As also (A3) is fulfilled with φ2(M) = 10CorM2 uniformly in
θ0 ∈ ℓ2 ⊇ Θeb, by applying Proposition 2 we derive that, for each θ0 ∈ Θeb(τ),
Pθ0
(
θ0 6∈ B(θˇ,Mrˆκ)
) ≤ φ2(Mδ) + ψ(δ)
1− κ =
10Cor
M2δ2
+
Cebδ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+ 1
2
1− κ
for any M, δ > 0. For α1 ∈ (0, 1) and δeb defined in Corollary 1, we take
δ1 = max
{
δ ∈ (0, δeb] : Ceb(1− κ)−1δ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+1/2 ≤ α1/2}
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and M1 = min{M ∈ N : 10Cor/(Mδ1)2 ≤ α1/2}. Then, for all M ≥M1,
sup
θ0∈Θeb(τ)
Pθ0
(
θ0 6∈ B(θˇ,Mrˆκ)
) ≤ α1. (25)
Now, since condition (A1) is satisfied with φ1(M) =
42Cor
M2
, applying Proposition 3
yields that the size rˆκ of the confidence ball B(θˇ,Mrˆκ) is of the local radial rate order:
Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≥Mr(θ0)
) ≤ φ1(M)
κ
=
42Cor
κM2
,
for any M > 0 and all θ0 ∈ ℓ2. For α1 ∈ (0, 1), take M2 = min{M ∈ N : 42Cor/(κM2) ≤
α2}. Then for any M ≥M2
sup
θ0∈ℓ2
Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≥Mr(θ0)
) ≤ α2. (26)
By combining (25) and (26), we obtain the main result of the paper.
Theorem 4 (Confidence optimality under EBR). Let the DDM P(·|X) = PK,α(·|X) be
given by (11), with constants K,α > 0 such that K ≥ 1.87 and (24) is fulfilled. Further,
let B(θˇ,Mrˆκ) be the default confidence ball defined by (8). Then for any τ > 0 and any
α1, α2 ∈ (0, 1) there exist C0 = C0(α1, τ) and c0 = c0(α2) such that, for any C ≥ C0 and
c ≥ c0, the following relations hold
sup
θ0∈Θeb(τ)
Pθ0
(
θ0 6∈ B(θˇ, Crˆκ)
) ≤ α1, sup
θ0∈ℓ2
Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≥ cr(θ0)
) ≤ α2,
where the local radial rate r(θ0) is defined by (19).
In the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3, tighter exponential bounds are possible (based on
the exponential bounds for the χ2-distribution), which would presumably lead to expo-
nential functions ϕ and ψ in conditions (A˜1) and (A˜2). We however use simpler bounds
obtained by the Markov inequality for the sake of a succinct presentation. Another use-
ful feature of this approach is that it can be extended to non-normal DDMs (12); see
Supplement.
3.6 Concluding remarks
Range for constant K The condition α < a(K) ((24) in Theorem 3) limits room for
choosing constants K,α > 0, because a(K) > 0 only for K ∈ (0, 2e1/2 − 1). One can
choose, for example, K = 2 and α = 0.04. Even less room for K remains if we also
want Theorem 1 to hold (and this is needed for the main result, Theorem 4). Indeed,
then K has also to satisfy K ≥ 1.87, so that the final range of allowable K’s becomes
K ∈ [1.87, 2.29] ⊂ [1.87, 2e1/2−1). The conditions K ≥ 1.87 and α < a(K) are apparently
more strict than needed for the corresponding theorems to hold, since of course not the
most accurate bounds are used in the proof.
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Alternative DD-center and confidence ball In Theorem 4, instead of the default
DD-center θˇ we can use the estimator θ˜ defined by (22). Indeed, by Theorems 1 and 2,
we have that, uniformly in θ0 ∈ ℓ2,
Eθ0
[
P(‖θ − θ˜‖ ≥Mr(θ0)|X)
] ≤ Eθ0[P(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥ 12Mr(θ0)|X)
]
+ Eθ0
[
P(‖θ0 − θ˜‖ ≥ 12Mr(θ0)|X)
] ≤ 4(Cor + Cest)
M2
= φ1(M),
Pθ0
(‖θ0 − θ˜‖ ≥Mr(θ0)) ≤ Eθ0‖θ0 − θ˜‖
2
M2r2(θ0)
≤ Cest
M2
= φ2(M).
This means that conditions (A1) and (A3) are also fulfilled for the estimator θ˜ defined
by (22), with φ1(M) =
4(Cor+Cest)
M2
and φ2(M) =
Cest
M2
, uniformly in θ0 ∈ ℓ2. Arguing as
above, we obtain that Theorem 4 also holds for the DD-center θ˜ and the confidence ball
B(θ˜,Mrˆκ).
Connection with the minimax results of [21] For the mildly ill-posed inverse signal-
in-white-noise model (9), an intriguing paper [21] deals with a certain Sobolev type family
of priors, indexed by a smoothness parameter. The proposed DDM is the empirical Bayes
posterior with respect to the smoothness parameter. This DDM is then used to construct
a DDM-credible ball whose coverage and size properties are studied. The main results
of the paper are the asymptotic (in our notation: as ε → 0) versions of the minimax
framework (2) with Θ′cov = Θpt (the polished tail class Θpt defined in Subsection 3.4),
and four choices of scales: Sobolev type scales of hyperrectangles and ellipsoids and the
two so called supersmooth scales (analytic ellipsoid and parametric hyperrectangle). The
proposed DDM is well suited to model Sobolev-type scales: the optimal (minimax) radial
rates are obtained in the size relation of (2) for Sobolev hyperrectangles and ellipsoids;
but only suboptimal rates are obtained for the two supersmooth scales.
Since Θpt ⊆ Θeb and the considered four scales are particular examples of scales for
which (3) holds, the non-asymptotic versions of the minimax results for all these four
scales (including the two supersmooth scales) immediately follow from Theorem 4 for the
DDM P(·|X) (11). Asymptotic versions can readily be derived from the non-asymptotic
ones. We emphasize that the scope of the DDM P(·|X) in delivering the minimax rates
extends further than just these four scales. Theorem 4 implies the minimax results of type
(2) for all scales for which (3) holds; for example, in view of (21), for all ellipsoids E(a)
and hyperrectangles H(a) defined by (20). Other smoothness scales can also be treated.
Some details are provided in Supplement.
4 Proofs of Theorems 1 and 3
4.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Step 1: bounds for Eθ0P(I = I|X) For any I, I0 ∈ N and any h ∈ [0, 1], we have
Eθ0P(I = I|X) ≤ Eθ0
[ λI⊗i ϕ(Xi,Xi(I), τ2i (I) + σ2i )
λI0
⊗
i ϕ(Xi,Xi(I0), τ
2
i (I0) + σ
2
i )
]h
. (27)
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Recall the elementary identity: for Y ∼ N(µ, σ2) and b > −σ−2,
E
(
exp{−bY 2/2}) = exp{− µ2b
2(1 + bσ2)
− 1
2
log(1 + bσ2)
}
. (28)
Using (27) and (28) with h = 1, we derive that, for any I, I0 ∈ N such that I < I0,
Eθ0P(I = I|X) ≤ Eθ0
λI(K + 1)
−I/2 exp
{−∑∞i=I+1 X2i2σ2i
}
λI0(K + 1)
−I0/2 exp
{−∑∞i=I0+1 X
2
i
2σ2i
}
= eα(I0−I)(K + 1)(I0−I)/2Eθ0 exp
{
− 1
2
I0∑
I+1
X2i
σ2i
}
= e−(α+ak)I exp
{
(α+ aK)I0 − 1
4
I0∑
I+1
θ20,i
σ2i
}
, (29)
where aK =
1
2 log(
K+1
2 ). Now apply (27) and (28) to the case I > I0: for any h ∈ [0, 1),
Eθ0P(I = I|X) ≤ eαh(I0−I)(K + 1)(I0−I)h/2Eθ0 exp
{h
2
I∑
i=I0+1
X2i
σ2i
}
=
e−αhI/2 exp
{
− αhI
2
+ αhI0 − bK,h(I − I0) + h
2(1 − h)
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2i
}
, (30)
where bK,h =
h
2 log(K+1)+
1
2 log(1−h). Clearly, bK,h > 0 if K > (1−h)−1/h−1. Now take
h = 0.1 in (30), then bK,0.1 =
1
20 log(K +1)+
1
2 log(0.9) > 0 since K ≥ 1.87 > (10/9)10− 1
by the condition of the theorem. Thus, for any I, I0 ∈ N such that I > I0, we derive
Eθ0P(I = I|X) ≤ e−αI/20 exp
{
− α
20
(
I − 2I0 − 10
9α
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2i
)}
. (31)
Step 2: a bound by the sum of three terms Recall r2(I, θ0) =
∑
i≤I σ
2
i +
∑
i>I θ
2
0,i
and r2(θ0) = r
2(Io, θ0) = minI r
2(I, θ0). Notice that
r2(I, θ0) ≤ r2(θ0) + 1{I ≤ Io}
Io∑
i=I+1
θ20,i + 1{I > Io}
I∑
i=Io+1
σ2i . (32)
Next, as PI(·|X) =
⊗
iN(Xi1{i ∈ NI}, Lσ2i 1{i ≤ I}) with L = KK+1 ≤ 1, we obtain by
applying the Markov inequality that
PI(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥Mr(θ0)|X) ≤ EI(‖θ − θ0‖
2|X)
M2r2(θ0)
=
L
∑
i≤I σ
2
i +
∑
i>I θ
2
0,i +
∑
i≤I(Xi − θ0,i)2
M2r2(θ0)
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≤ r
2(I, θ0) +
∑
i≤I σ
2
i ξ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
, υI , (33)
where ξi = σ
−1
i (Xi − θ0,i)
ind∼ N(0, 1) from the Pθ0-perspective. Denote for brevity pI =
P(I = I|X), so that pI ∈ [0, 1] and
∑
I pI = 1. In view of (11) and (33),
P(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥Mr(θ0)|X) ≤
∑
I
υIpI = T1 + T2 + T3, (34)
where T1 =
∑
I≤Io υIpI , T2 =
∑
Io<I≤τIo υIpI , T3 =
∑
I>τIo
υIpI , and τ > 2 to be chosen
later.
Step 3: handling the term T1 For τ1 > 0 to be chosen later, introduce the sets
O− = O−(τ1, θ0) =
{
I : I ≤ Io,
Io∑
i=I+1
θ20,i ≤ τ1
Io∑
i=1
σ2i
}
,
N− = N−(τ1, θ0) =
{
I : I ≤ Io,
Io∑
i=I+1
θ20,i > τ1
Io∑
i=1
σ2i
}
.
By (32), maxI∈O− r2(I, θ0) ≤ (1 + τ1)r2(θ0). This and (33) imply
Eθ0
∑
I∈O−
υIpI ≤ Eθ0 max
I∈O−
υI ≤ 1 + τ1
M2
+
Eθ0
∑
i≤Io σ
2
i ξ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 2 + τ1
M2
. (35)
The property (i) from (10) yields that Io ≤ K1σ2Io
∑Io
i=1 σ
2
i . Besides, for each I ∈ N−,∑Io
i=1 σ
2
i < τ
−1
1
∑Io
i=I+1 θ
2
0,i. Now set τ1 =
4(α+aK )K1
5 . The last two relations and (29)
imply that, for each I ∈ N−,
Eθ0pI = Eθ0P(I = I|X) ≤ e−(α+aK )I exp
{
(α+ aK)Io − 1
4
I0∑
I+1
θ20,i
σ2i
}
≤ e−(α+aK )I exp
{(α+ aK)K1
σ2Io
Io∑
i=1
σ2i −
1
4σ2Io
Io∑
i=I+1
θ2i,0
}
≤ e−(α+aK )I exp
{
− 1
σ2Io
Io∑
i=I+1
θ20,i
}
. (36)
Using the fact that maxx≥0{xe−cx} ≤ (ce)−1 (for any c > 0), (32), (33) and (36), we
obtain
Eθ0
∑
I∈N−
υIpI ≤ Eθ0
∑
I∈N−
r2(θ0) +
∑Io
i=I+1 θ
2
0,i +
∑
i≤I σ
2
i ξ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
pI
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≤ 1
M2
+
Eθ0
∑
i≤Io σ
2
i ξ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
+
∑
I∈N−
(∑Io
i=I+1 θ
2
0,i
)
Eθ0pI
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 2
M2
+
∑
I∈N−
(∑Io
i=I+1 θ
2
0,i
)
exp
{− σ−2Io
∑Io
i=I+1 θ
2
0,i
}
e−(α+aK )I
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 2
M2
+
∑
I∈N−
e−(α+aK )Ie−1σ2Io
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 2
M2
+
e−1
M2
∑
I
e−(α+aK )I =
C1
M2
.
where C1 = 2 +
e−(1+α+aK)
1−e−(α+aK) , τ1 =
4(α+aK )K1
5 . The last relation and (35) give
Eθ0T1 = Eθ0
∑
I∈O−(τ1,θ0)
υIpI + Eθ0
∑
I∈N−(τ1,θ0)
υIpI ≤ C2
M2
, (37)
where C2 = 2 + τ1 + C1 = 4 +
4(α+aK )K1
5 +
e−(1+α+aK)
1−e−(α+aK) .
Step 4: handling the term T2 Since pI ∈ [0, 1] and
∑
I pI = 1, Eθ0T2 = Eθ0
∑
Io<I≤τIo υIpI ≤
Eθ0 [maxIo<I≤τIo υI ]. Using this, (32), (33), (34) and the property (ii) from (10), we get
Eθ0T2 ≤ Eθ0 max
Io<I≤τIo
υI ≤
maxIo<I≤τIo r2(I, θ0) + Eθ0
∑
i≤τIo σ
2
i ξ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 1
M2
+
2
∑
i≤τIo σ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 1
M2
+
2K2(τ)
∑Io
i=1 σ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 1 + 2K2(τ)
M2
. (38)
Step 5: handling the term T3 For some τ2 > 0 to be chosen later, introduce the sets
O+ = O+(τ, τ2, θ0) =
{
I ∈ N : I > τIo,
I∑
i=Io+1
σ2i ≤ τ2
∑
i>Io
θ20,i
}
,
N+ = N+(τ, τ2, θ0) =
{
I ∈ N : I > τIo,
I∑
i=Io+1
σ2i > τ2
∑
i>Io
θ20,i
}
.
By (32), maxI∈O+ r2(I, θ0) ≤ (1 + τ2)r2(θ0). Let I+ = max{O+}, then
∑
i≤I+ σ
2
i ≤∑Io
i=1 σ
2
i + τ2
∑
i>Io
θ20,i ≤ (1∨ τ2)r2(θ0). In view of (33), the last two relations entail that
Eθ0
∑
I∈O+
υIpI ≤ Eθ0 max
I∈O+
υI ≤ 1 + τ2
M2
+
Eθ0
∑
i≤I+ σ
2
i ξ
2
i
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 2(1 + τ2)
M2
. (39)
Let K4 and τ > 2 be from property (iv) of (10), then Σ(m) − Σ(⌊m/τ⌋) ≥ K4Σ(m)
for any m ≥ τ . This entails that, for each I ∈ N+,
I∑
i=⌊I/τ⌋+1
σ2i ≥ K4
I∑
i=1
σ2i ≥ K4
I∑
i=Io+1
σ2i ≥ K4τ2
I∑
i=Io+1
θ2i ≥ K4τ2
I∑
i=⌊I/τ⌋+1
θ2i .
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For each I ∈ N+, take I0 = I0(I) = ⌊I/τ⌋, then apply the property (v) of (10) and the
last inequality with τ2 =
10τ
9α(τ−2)K4K5(τ) to derive
I − 2I0 − 10
9α
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2i
≥ (1− 2τ )I −
10
9α
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2i
≥ (1− 2τ )K5
I∑
i=I0+1
σ2i
σ2I0
− 10
9α
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2I0
≥ (τ − 2)K5(τ)K4τ2
τ
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2I0
− 10
9α
I∑
i=I0+1
θ20,i
σ2I0
= 0.
The last relation and the bound (31) with I0 = ⌊I/τ⌋ imply that
Eθ0pI = Eθ0P(I = I|X) ≤ e−γI , I ∈ N+, γ =
α
20
. (40)
Since pI ∈ [0, 1] and E
[∑m
i=1 σ
2
i ξ
2
i
]2 ≤ 3[∑mi=1 σ2i
]2
for any m ∈ N, we obtain by the
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that
Eθ0
[
pI
∑
i≤I
σ2i ξ
2
i
] ≤ (Eθ0p2I)1/2
√
3
∑
i≤I
σ2i ≤
√
3
(
Eθ0pI
)1/2∑
i≤I
σ2i . (41)
Combining (32), (33), (40), (41), the property (iii) of (10) and the fact that ε2 = σ21 ≤
r2(θ0), we derive
Eθ0
∑
I∈N+
pIυI =
∑
I∈N+(τ,τ2)
r2(I, θ0)Eθ0pI + Eθ0
[
pI
∑
i≤I σ
2
i ξ
2
i
]
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 1
M2
+
∑
I∈N+
(∑I
i=Io+1
σ2i
)
Eθ0pI +
√
3
(∑
i≤I σ
2
i
)(
Eθ0pI
)1/2
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 1
M2
+
∑
I∈N+
ε2
[(∑I
i=Io+1
κ2i
)
e−γI +
√
3
(∑
i≤I κ
2
i
)
e−γI/2
]
M2r2(θ0)
≤ 1 +K3(γ) +
√
3K3(γ/2)
M2
.
Finally, the last relation and (39) entail the bound
Eθ0T3 = Eθ0
∑
I∈O+(τ,τ2,θ0)
υIpI + Eθ0
∑
I∈N+(τ,τ2,θ0)
υIpI ≤ C3
M2
, (42)
where C3 = 2(1 + τ2) + 1 +K3(γ) +
√
3K3(γ/2).
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Step 6: finalizing the proof Piecing together the relations (34), (37), (38) and (42),
we finally obtain
Eθ0P(‖θ − θ0‖ ≥Mr(θ0)|X) ≤ Eθ0(T1 + T2 + T3) ≤
Cor
M2
.
The constant Cor = Cor(K,α) is as follows:
Cor = C2 + 1 + 2K2(τ) + 2(1 + τ2) + 1 +K3(γ) +
√
3K3(γ/2),
where C2 = 4 +
4(α+aK )K1
5 +
e−(1+α+aK)
1−e−(α+aK) , aK =
1
2 log
(
K+1
2
)
, τ2 =
10τ
9α(τ−2)K4K5(τ) , γ =
α
20 ,
the constants τ,K1,K2,K3,K4,K5 are from (10).
4.2 Proof of Theorem 3
Step 1: first technical lemma
Lemma 1. Let DDM PK,α(I = I|X) be given by (13) with parameters K,α > 0 chosen
in such a way that a(K) > α, with a(K) defined by (24). Let κ0 = κ0(K,α) =
a(K)−α
a(K) .
Then for any θ0 ∈ ℓ2 and any κ ∈ [0,κ0)
Eθ0P(I ≤ κI¯o|X) ≤ C exp
{− cI¯o}, (43)
where c = a(K)(1−κ)−α > 0, C = C−1α = (eα−1)−1, and I¯o = I¯o(θ0) is defined by (23).
Proof of Lemma 1. By the definition (23) of the surrogate oracle, R2(I, θ0) ≥ R2(I¯o, θ0)
for any θ0 ∈ ℓ2. For I < I¯o, this implies that
∑I¯o
i=I+1
θ20,i
σ2i
≥ I¯o − I. Using this, we obtain
that for I ≤ κI¯o
1
4
I¯o∑
i=I+1
θ20,i
σ2i
− 1
2
log
[K + 1
2
]
(I¯o − I) ≥
(1
4
− 1
2
log
[K + 1
2
])
(I¯o − I)
= a(K)(I¯o − I) ≥ a(K)(1 − κ)I¯o.
The lemma follows from the last relation, (29) and the fact that
∑
I λI = 1:
Eθ0P(I ≤ κI¯o|X) ≤
∑
I≤κIo
λI
λI¯o
exp
{
− 1
4
I¯o∑
i=I+1
θ20,i
σ2i
− 1
2
log
[K + 1
2
]
(I¯o − I)
}
≤
∑
I≤κI¯o
λI
λI¯o
exp{−(a(K)(1 − κ))I¯o} ≤ 1Cα exp
{− (a(K)(1 − κ)− α)I¯o}.
Step 2: second technical lemma
Lemma 2. Let Λ(S) be the Lebesgue measure (or volume) of a bounded set S ⊂ Rk,
k ∈ N, and Bk(r) = {x ∈ Rk : ‖x‖ ≤ r} (here ‖ · ‖ is the usual Euclidean norm in Rk) be
the Euclidean ball of radius r in space Rk. Then
Λ(Bk(r)) ≤ eπ−1/2rkk−(k+1)/2(2πe)k/2.
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Proof of Lemma 2. By using Stirling’s approximation for the Gamma function Γ(x) =√
2π xx−1/2e−x+ς/(12x) for all x ≥ 1 and some 0 ≤ ς ≤ C, we derive
Γ
(
1 + k2
)
=
√
2π
(
1 + k2
) k+1
2 e−1−
k
2
+ ς
6k+12 =
(1 + 2k )
(k+1)/2√π
e1−ς/(6k+12)
k
k+1
2 (2e)−
k
2
= ckk
(k+1)/2(2e)−k/2 ≥ e−1π1/2k(k+1)/2(2e)−k/2,
because ck =
(1+2/k)(k+1)/2
√
π
e1−ς/(6k+12)
>
√
π
e . Combining the last relation with the well known fact
that Λ(Bk(r)) = r
kΛ(Bk(1)) =
rkπk/2
Γ(1+k/2) completes the proof of the lemma.
Step 3: small ball bound for PI(·|X) Recall that, with L = K/(K + 1),
PI(θ|X) =
⊗
i
N(Xi1{i ≤ I}, Lσ2i 1{i ≤ I}), I ∈ N.
We have that Σ(I) =
∑I
i=1 σ
2
i ≤ ε2 (2I)
2p+1
2p+1 . By Stirling’s bound,
∏I
i=1 κi = (I!)
p ≥(
(I/e)I
√
2πI
)p
. Let Z1, . . . , ZI be independent N(0, 1) random variables. Using these
relations, Anderson’s inequality and Lemma 2, we obtain that, Pθ0-almost surely,
PI
(‖θ − θˆ‖ ≤ δΣ1/2(I¯o)|X) = PI(‖θ − θˆ‖2 ≤ δ2Σ(I¯o)|X)
= P
(∑
i≤I
(Xi + σi
√
LZi − θˆi)2 +
∑
i>I
θˆ2i ≤ δ2Σ(I¯o)|X
)
≤ P
(
L
∑
i≤I
σ2i Z
2
i ≤ δ2Σ(I¯o)
)
≤ P
(∑
i≤I
σ2i Z
2
i ≤
δ2Σ(I¯o)
L
)
≤ Λ
(
BI(δ
√
Σ(I¯o)/L)
)
∏I
i=1(2πσ
2
i )
1/2
≤ (2π)
−I/2
∏I
i=1 εκi
e√
π
(δ2Σ(I¯o)
L
)I/2
I−
I+1
2 (2πe)I/2
≤ eI
−(p+1)/2
(2π)p/2
√
π
[(2eI¯o
I
)p+1/2( δ√
L(2p + 1)
)]I
. (44)
Step 4: applying Lemma 1 Denote for brevity ̺ = a(K) − α. By (24), ̺ > 0.
Applying Lemma 1 with κ = κ02 =
a(K)−α
2a(K) (so that a(K)(1 − κ)− α = a(K)−α2 = ̺2 ), we
obtain
Eθ0P(I < κI¯o|X) ≤ C−1α e−̺I¯o/2 (45)
for every θ0 ∈ ℓ2. Consider the two cases: e−̺I¯o/2 ≤ δ and e−̺I¯o/2 > δ.
Step 5: the case e−̺I¯o/2 > δ If e−̺I¯o/2 > δ, then I¯o < 2̺−1 log(δ−1). By using this,
(11), (44) and the notation pI = P(I = I|X), we derive that, for e−̺I¯o/2 > δ,
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θˆ‖ ≤ δΣ1/2(I¯o)∣∣X) = Eθ0
∑
I
PI
(‖θ − θˆ‖2 ≤ δ2Σ(I¯o)|X)pI
24
≤
∑
I
eI−(p+1)/2
(2π)p/2
√
π
[(2eI¯o
I
)p+1/2( δ√
L(2p+ 1)
)]I
Eθ0pI
≤ C2δ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+1/2∑
I
(
C1δ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+1/2)I−1
II(p+1/2)+(p+1)/2
Eθ0pI
≤ C3δ
[
log(δ−1)
]p+1/2
, (46)
with C1 =
(4e/̺)p+1/2
(L(2p+1))1/2
, C2 =
C1e
π1/2(2π)p/2
, ̺ = a(K) − α, L = KK+1 , and some C3 =
C3(̺, L, p).
Step 6: the case e−̺I¯o/2 ≤ δ Now consider the case e−̺I¯o/2 ≤ δ. Clearly, ∑I<κI¯o pI =
P
(I < κI¯o∣∣X). In view of this, (44) and (45),
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θˆ‖ ≤ δΣ1/2(I¯o)∣∣X) = Eθ0
∑
I
PI
(‖θ − θˆ‖2 ≤ δ2Σ(I¯o)|X)pI
≤
∑
I≥κI¯o
eI−
p+1
2
(2π)
p
2
√
π
[(2eI¯o
I
)p+ 1
2
( δ√
L(2p + 1)
)]I
Eθ0pI + Eθ0P
(I < κI¯o∣∣X)
≤ C4δ
∑
I
[(
2e
κ
)p+ 1
2 δ√
L(2p+1)
]I−1
I(p+1)/2
Eθ0pI +
e−̺I¯o/2
Cα
≤ (C4 + C−1α )δ
if e−̺I¯o/2 ≤ δ and (2e
κ
)p+ 1
2 δ√
L(2p+1)
≤ 1. Here C4 = e
(2π)
p
2
√
πL(2p+1)
(
2e
κ
)p+ 1
2 .
Step 7: finalizing the proof of Theorem 3 The last relation holds if e−̺I¯o/2 ≤
δ ≤ √L(2p + 1)( κ2e
)p+1/2
=
√
K(2p+1)
K+1
(
κ
2e
)p+1/2
= δ¯sb and the relation (46) holds if
e−̺I¯o/2 > δ. Combining these two relations concludes the proof of the theorem: for
0 < δ ≤ (1 ∧ δ¯sb) = δsb, we have that
Eθ0P
(‖θ − θˆ‖ ≤ δΣ1/2(I¯o)∣∣X) ≤ max{C3, C4 + C−1α }δ[ log(δ−1)]p+ 12 .
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A Supplement to “On coverage and local radial rates of
DDM-credible sets”
In this supplement, we provide the elaboration on some points and some background
information related to the paper “On coverage and local radial rates of DDM-credible
sets”.
In what follows we use the notations and cross-references to numbered elements (like
equations, sections) from the paper. We again often drop the dependence on ε to avoid
overloaded notations. For two sequences αε, βε > 0, αε ≍ βε means that αε/βε is bounded
away from zero and infinity as ε→ 0.
A.1 Minimax confidence ball: degenerate optimal solution
Optimality is a well developed notion in the framework of minimax estimation theory
and therefore the first approach to optimality of confidence sets would be based on the
minimax convergence rates. Suppose our prior knowledge about the model X ∼ Pθ = P(ε)θ
is formalized as follows: θ ∈ Θβ ⊆ Θ. Here we consider non-adaptive situation, that
is, the parameter β ∈ B is known and we can use this knowledge in the construction of
the confidence ball. Parameter β typically has a meaning of smoothness of θ. By using
lower bounds from the minimax estimation theory, we show below that the minimax rate
Rε(Θβ) is in some sense the best global radial rate, i.e., the smallest possible among all
radial rates that are constant on Θβ.
Let w : R+ → R+, be a loss function, i.e., nonnegative and nondecreasing on R+,
w(0) = 0 and w 6≡ 0. The maximal risk of an estimator θˆ over Θβ is rε(Θβ , θˆ) =
rε(Θβ , θˆ, Rε) = supθ∈Θβ Eθ[w(R
−1
ε d(θˆ, θ))] (calibrated by a sequence Rε > 0), and the
minimax risk over Θβ is rε(Θβ) = rε(Θβ, Rε) = inf θˆ rε(Θβ , θˆ, Rε), where the infimum is
taken over all possible estimators θˆ = θˆ(X) ∈ L, measurable functions of the data X. We
consider here the asymptotic regime ε → 0 as in the most literature on minimax estima-
tion theory. A positive sequence Rε = Rε(Θβ) and an estimator θˆ are called minimax rate
and minimax estimator respectively if, for 0 < b ≤ B <∞,
b ≤ lim inf
ε→0
rε(Θβ, Rε) ≤ lim sup
ε→0
rε(Θβ, θˆ, Rε) ≤ B. (S1)
The first inequality is called lower bound and the last one upper bound. Note that the
minimax rate is not unique. If w(u) = up, p > 0 (the most popular choice: quadratic
loss function p = 2), then often the quantity rε(Θβ) = inf θˆ supθ∈Θβ
(
Eθ
[
d(θˆ, θ)
]p)1/p
, is
called the minimax risk. In this case, the minimax risk is itself the minimax rate, but so
is any sequence Rε(Θβ) ≍ rε(Θβ). If the set Θβ is known, rε(Θβ) is in principle known as
well, one would like to derive an explicit expression Rε(Θβ) for the minimax rate. There
is vast literature on this topic, minimax rates and estimators are obtained in a variety
of models, settings and smoothness classes Θβ. For example, in classical nonparametric
regression model and density estimation problem with Sobolev, Ho¨lder or Besov classes
Θβ of d-variate functions of smoothness β and the sample size n, the minimax rate is
Rε(Θβ) = (ε
2)
β
2β+d with ε = n−1/2.
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Suppose that a lower bound in (S1) is established for zero-one loss w(u) = 1{u ≥ c}
and a (minimax) rate Rε(Θβ): for any θˆ and some b > 0,
lim inf
ε→0
sup
θ∈Θβ
Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, cRε(Θβ))
)
= lim inf
ε→0
rε(Θβ, θˆ, Rε(Θβ)) ≥ b. (S2)
We claim that it is impossible for a confidence ball B(θˆ, rˆ) to have simultaneously a global
radial rate of a smaller order than Rε(Θβ) and its coverage probability being arbitrarily
close to 1 uniformly in θ ∈ Θβ.
There are two ways to establish lower bounds for the optimality of confidence sets:
either assume the coverage relation in (1) and show that the size relation must fail or the
other way around. In the literature, the former approach is commonly used for global
minimax radial rates, cf. [10]. However, when we construct confidence sets as credible
balls with respect to some DDM P(·|X), it is more natural to use the latter approach
since the DD-radius gets determined by the DDM and typically the size requirement in
(1) holds true for the whole set Θ, whereas the coverage requirement fails to hold for some
“deceptive” θ ∈ Θ.
More precisely, if we assume
lim inf
ε→0
inf
θ∈Θ
Pθ
(
rˆ ≤ cRε(Θβ)
) ≥ 1− b/2, (S3)
then
Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, rˆ)) = Pθ(θ 6∈ B(θˆ, rˆ), rˆ ≤ Rε(Θβ))+ Pθ(θ 6∈ B(θˆ, rˆ), rˆ > Rε(Θβ))
≥ Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, Rε(Θβ)), rˆ ≤ Rε(Θβ)
)
≥ Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, Rε(Θβ))
)
+ Pθ
(
rˆ ≤ Rε(Θβ)
)− 1.
Combining this with (S2) and (S3), we obtain
lim inf
ε→0
sup
θ∈Θβ
Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, rˆ)) ≥ b+ 1− b/2− 1 ≥ b/2,
which gives a bound on the coverage probability of B(θˆ, rˆ), at least for some (worst
representatives) θ ∈ Θβ. We thus established that it is impossible for a confidence ball
B(θˆ, rˆ) to have simultaneously a global radial rate of a smaller order than Rε(Θβ) and its
coverage probability being arbitrarily close to 1 uniformly in θ ∈ Θβ.
On the other hand, suppose now that there is a minimax estimator θˆ satisfying (S1),
with, say, w(u) = u, and the corresponding minimax rate Rε(Θβ). If we use the minimax
risk Rε(Θβ) as the benchmark for the effective radius of confidence balls, then the problem
of constructing an optimal confidence ball satisfying (1) with the radial rate rε(θ) =
Rε(Θβ) is readily solved. Indeed, since in this non-adaptive setting the quantity Rε(Θβ)
is in principle known (could be difficult to evaluate in models), we can simply take the
following confidence ball B(θˆ, CRε(Θβ)), i.e., rˆ = Rε(Θβ). Then, by (S1),
lim sup
ε→0
sup
θ∈Θβ
Pθ
(
θ 6∈ B(θˆ, CRε(Θβ))
) ≤ lim sup
ε→0
supθ∈Θβ Eθd(θ, θˆ)
CRε(Θβ)
≤ B
C
,
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so that the coverage relation in (1) will hold for sufficiently large C. The size relation
in (1) is trivially satisfied for any c > 1 any α2 ∈ [0, 1] since rˆ = rε(θ) = Rε(Θβ). This
means that the ball B(θˆ, CRε(Θβ)) satisfies (1) with rε(θ) = Rε(Θβ) and Θcov = Θsize =
Θβ, for appropriate choices of involved constants. Thus the ball B(θˆ, CRε(Θβ)), with
the deterministic radius Rε(Θβ), is optimal in the minimax sense (in the non-adaptive
formulation). Knowledge θ ∈ Θβ and the fact that radial rates are restricted to be global
lead to such a simplistic optimal solution. But this solution is of course not satisfactory,
because even if we know a priori that θ ∈ Θβ, it is possible that θ ∈ Θβ1 ⊂ Θβ, with
β1 6= β. Then the obtained radial rate Rε(Θβ) > Rε(Θβ1) is bigger than it could have
been if one had used a ball with a DD-radius that can adapt to the rate Rε(Θβ1).
This consideration illustrates that minimax non-adaptive framework for the confidence
inference lead to degenerate and uninteresting “optimal” solution.
A.2 Bayes approach yields DDMs
Suppose we are given a general statistical model X ∼ Pθ, θ ∈ Θ, and we want to construct
a DDM on parameter θ. Typically, one obtains a DDM on θ by applying a Bayesian
approach: put a prior π on θ and regard Pθ as conditional distribution of X given θ, i.e.,
X|θ ∼ Pθ, θ ∼ π. This leads to the posterior distribution Π(θ|X) which is a DDM on
θ. A DD-center θˆ = θˆ(X) can in turn be constructed by using Π(θ|X), e.g., as the mean
with respect to Π(θ|X) or the MAP-estimator. Other examples of DDMs include empirical
Bayes, (generalized) fiducial distributions and bootstrap. In fact, any combination of these
can be used as DDM.
In an adaptive inference context, one typically has a family of priors {πβ, β ∈ B},
where parameter β models some additional structure on θ; sometimes β has a meaning
of “smoothness”. There are two basic approaches to derive a resulting adaptive posterior
Π(θ|X): pure Bayes or empirical Bayes. In the first case, we construct a hierarchical prior
on (θ, β): regard πβ as a conditional prior on θ given β, and next we put a prior, say
λ, on β ∈ B. This leads to the posteriors Π(θ|X) and λ(β|X) (that may be also useful
in the inference). In the empirical Bayes approach, each prior πβ leads to the posterior
Πβ(θ|X). We then compute the marginal distribution Πβ of X and construct an estimator
βˆ by using this marginal distribution (for example, marginal maximum likelihood). Next
we plug in the obtained βˆ in the posterior Πβ(θ|X), so that we get the so called empirical
Bayes posterior Πˆ(θ|X) = Πβˆ(θ|X). Both resulting DDMs Π(θ|X) and Πˆ(θ|X) can be
used in the construction of confidence sets as DDM-credible sets. Also any combination
of full Bayes and empirical Bayes approaches (with respect to different parameters) that
leads to some resulting DDM P(θ|X) can in principle be used.
To some extent, we can manipulate with DDMs as with usual conditional measures.
For example, if we have a family of DDMs on Θ, say, {PI(·|X), I ∈ N} and a DDM
P(I = I|X) on N, we can construct a mixture DDM P(·|X) =∑I PI(·|X)P(I = I|X).
A.3 Remarks about Conditions (A1)–A(3), (A˜1)–(A˜2)
Here we collect some remarks about Conditions (A1)–A(3), (A˜1)–(A˜2).
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Asymptotic versions of conditions (A1)–(A3) and (A˜1)–(A˜2) Suppose a point
θ0 ∈ Θ, some radial rate r(θ), a DDM P(·|X) and a DD-center θˆ = θˆ(X) are given,
Mε,M
′
ε, δε > 0 and ε → 0. The asymptotic versions of conditions (A1)–(A3), (A˜1)–(A˜2)
are as follows.
(AA1) For some Mε →∞, Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≥Mεr(θ0)|X)
]→ 0.
(AA2) For some δε → 0, Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) ≤ δεr(θ0)|X)
]→ 0.
(AA3) For some M ′ε →∞, Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) ≥M ′εr(θ0)
)→ 0.
(AA˜1) For some Mε →∞, Eθ0
[
P(d(θ0, θ) ≥Mεr(θ0)|X)
]→ 0.
(AA˜2) For some δε → 0 and any measurable θ˜ = θ˜(X), Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θ˜) ≤ δεr(θ0)|X)
]→ 0.
Connection to Bayesian nonparametrics In the Bayesian framework, when the
DDM P(·|X) is the posterior (or empirical Bayes posterior) distribution on θ with re-
spect to some prior, condition (A˜1) (and its asymptotic version (AA˜1) below) describes
the so called posterior contraction rate r(θ0). To establish such assertions is an interesting
and challenging problem nowadays, especially in nonparametric models when one wants
to characterize the (frequentist) quality of Bayesian procedures. Much recent research has
been devoted to this topic. We just mention that predominantly global posterior conver-
gence rates are studied, i.e., r(θ0) = R(Θ) for all θ0 ∈ Θ. To the best of our knowledge a
local posterior convergence rate is considered only in [1].
Pushing the conditions to the utmost The smaller the radial rate r(θ0), the easier
(A2) to satisfy, but the harder (A1), (A3) and (A˜1). We are interested in the smallest
possible radial rate since this quantity will govern the size of the resulting confidence ball.
Thus, the right strategy would be first to determine the smallest radial rate r(θ0) for which
(A˜1) (or (A1) and (A3)) holds, preferably uniformly over θ0 ∈ Θ. This would be the so
called upper bound for the contraction rate of the DDM P(·|X) around θ0 ∈ Θ. Next,
one needs to study whether (A2) holds as well with r(θ0) for θ0 ∈ Θ; if not possible for all
θ0 ∈ Θ, then for θ0 ∈ Θ0 with the “largest” Θ0 ⊂ Θ. This is so called lower bound for the
contraction rate of the DDM P(·|X) around θˆ.
Typically, the upper bound (A˜1) for the DDM-contraction rate holds for all θ ∈ Θ
with a “good” local radial rate, whereas the lower bound (A2) only for θ ∈ Θ0, with some
set of “non-deceptive” parameters Θ0 ⊂ Θ.
A.4 Examples of applying Propositions 2 and 3
Normal case Suppose we observe a sample X = X(ε) = (X1, . . . ,Xn) from N(θ0, σ
2),
θ0 ∈ R, where ε = σn−1/2. Take the estimator θˆ = X¯ = 1n
∑n
i=1Xi ∼ N(θ0, ε2) and the
radial rate r(θ0) = rε(θ0) = ε. The normal prior π = N(µ, τ
2) on θ, leads to the normal
posterior π(θ|X) = N(ε2µ+τ2X¯
ε2+τ2
, ε
2τ2
ε2+τ2
)
. Then, as DDM on θ we take
P(θ|X) = π(θ|X)∣∣
µ=µˆ
= N
(
X¯,
ε2τ2
ε2 + τ2
)
,
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the empirical Bayes posterior with µˆ = X¯, and construct the DDM-credible ball (in this
case: interval) B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) for θ0, according to the general procedure from the paper. Then
(A1) and (A3) are satisfied with φ1(M) = φ2(M) = Ce
−cM2/M . Indeed, for a ξ ∼ N(0, 1),
P
(|θˆ − θ| ≥Mr(θ0)|X) = P
( ετ |ξ|√
ε2 + τ2
≥Mε
)
≤ P (|ξ| ≥M) ≤ 2e
−M2/2
√
2πM
,
P
(|θˆ − θ0| ≥Mr(θ0)) = P(|εξ| ≥Mε) = P (|ξ| ≥M) ≤ 2e
−M2/2
√
2πM
.
Assume ε ≤ τ , then condition (A2) is also satisfied with ψ(δ) = δ/√π:
P
(|θˆ − θ| ≤ δr(θ0)|X) = P(|ξ| ≤ δ√1 + ε2/τ2) ≤ P(|ξ| ≤ δ√2) ≤ δ/√π.
One can think of the above two properties of the normal distribution as “ring tightness”.
The functions φ1, φ2 and ψ do not depend on ε and θ0, so that, by using Propositions 2
and 3 as described above, we can derive non-asymptotic coverage and size relations in (1)
for the DDM-credible interval B(θˆ,Mrˆκ).
Of course, the classical confidence interval X¯n ± z1−α/2σ/
√
n has the same radial rate
whose coverage may even be (non-asymptotically) better. In that respect, the above
example is somewhat uninteresting and is provided only for the illustrative purposes.
Bernstein-von Mises case For the finite dimensional parameter, consider a general
situation when some mild regularity conditions on the model and the prior lead to the
resulting asymptotically normal posterior. This is the so called Bernstein-von Mises prop-
erty as often termed in the literature. Suppose X = X(n) ∼ Pθ0 , θ ∈ Θ, information
parameter ε = n−1/2, with a prior θ ∼ π on some σ-algebra BΘ on Θ and a
√
n-consistent
estimator θˆ such that the asymptotic version of (A3), namely (AA3) (given in Subsection
A.3), is satisfied with the radial rate Rn(θ0) = n−1/2 and in Pθ0-probability
sup
B∈BΘ
∣∣π(B|X)−N(θˆ, I(θ0))(B)∣∣→ 0, as n→∞.
where N(µ,Σ)(B) = P(Y ∈ B) with B ∼ N(µ,Σ) for some multivariate normal distribu-
tion with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. Besides, (A1) and (A2) hold for the DDM
N(θˆ, I(θ0)). All these facts imply that the asymptotic versions (AA1)–(AA3) introduced
in Supplement are satisfied with ε = n−1/2. Asymptotic versions of Propositions 2 and
3 follow immediately, which yields (asymptotically) a full coverage probability and the
optimal global radial rate n−1/2, which is of course well known.
Interestingly, there is nothing special about normal distribution in the above argu-
ments, any resulting limiting distribution with a “ring structure” will do the same job.
Ring structure means negligible probability mass outside a ring, whose inner radius is
a sufficiently small multiples of the radial rate and the outer radius is a sufficiently big
multiples of the radial rate. In fact, the existence of an exact limiting distribution is also
not decisive, “ring tightness” (which is nothing else but (AA1)–(AA2)) would be enough.
For example, the Bernstein-von Mises property is more than needed if we only want to
make sure that a credible set serves as a proper confidence set.
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A.5 Corollary from Propositions 1–3
Propositions 1–3 and Remark 1 entail the following corollary for the default confidence
ball B˜M,κ defined by (8).
Corollary 2. Let a DDM P(·|X) satisfy conditions (A˜1) and (A˜2) with some radial rate
r(θ0), θ0 ∈ Θ, and some functions ϕ and ψ, respectively. Let κ ∈ (0, 1), the default ball
B˜M,κ be defined by (8) and rˆκ be its DD-radius defined by (4). Then for any M, δ > 0,
Pθ0
(
θ0 6∈ B˜M,κ
) ≤ 3ϕ(2Mδ5 )
2
+
ψ(δ)
1− κ, Pθ0
(
rˆκ ≥Mr(θ0)
) ≤ 3ϕ(M5 )
2κ
+
ϕ(M2 )
κ
.
This corollary can be used for establishing the optimality framework (1) in the same
way as Propositions 2 and 3 as we outlined in Subsection 2.4, provided the functions ϕ
and ψ from conditions (A˜1) and (A˜2) are bounded uniformly over appropriate sets Θcov
and Θsize.
A.6 Minimality of condition (A2)
Let us demonstrate that condition (A2) is in some sense the minimal condition for pro-
viding a sufficient Pθ0-coverage of the P(·|X)-credible ball with the sharpest rate.
Proposition 4. For a DDM P(·|X) on Θ and a DD-center θˆ, let the ball B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) be
constructed according to (5) with any κ ∈ (0, 1) and M > 0. Further, for a θ0 ∈ Θ and a
radial rate r(θ0), denote ψ2(δ) = ψ2(δ, ε, θ0) = Pθ0
(
d(θ0, θˆ) ≤ δr(θ0)
)
, α(δ) = α(δ, ε, θ0) =
Eθ0
[
P(d(θ, θˆ) > δr(θ0)|X)
]
. Then
Pθ0
(
θ0 ∈ B(θˆ,Mrˆκ)
) ≤ ψ2(δM) + α(δ)κ−1 for any δ > 0.
Proof. In view of the definition (5), we derive
Pθ0
(
θ0 ∈ B(θˆ,Mrˆκ)
)
= Pθ0
(
θ0 ∈ B(θˆ,Mrˆκ), rˆκ ≤ δr(θ0)
)
+ Pθ0
(
θ0 ∈ B(θˆ,Mrˆκ), rˆκ > δr(θ0)
)
≤ Pθ0
(
d(θˆ, θ0) ≤ δMr(θ0)
)
+ Pθ0
(
rˆκ > δr(θ0)
)
≤ Pθ0
(
d(θˆ, θ0) ≤ δMr(θ0)
)
+ Pθ0
(
P(d(θˆ, θ) ≤ δr(θ0)|X) ≤ 1− κ
)
≤ Pθ0
(
d(θˆ, θ0) ≤ δMr(θ0)
)
+
Eθ0
(
P(d(θˆ, θ) > δr(θ0)|X
)
κ
≤ ψ2(δM) + α(δ)
κ
.
One should interpret this proposition as follows. First, given a DD-center θˆ, we deter-
mine a local radial rate r(θ0) such that ψ2(δ) ≤ α¯(δ) for all 0 < δ ≤ δ0, for some “small”
α¯(δ). This describes the sharpest rate for estimating θ0 by θˆ. Next, α(δ) being small
for small δ means that the DDM P(·|X) concentrates around θˆ with a faster rate than
r(θ0), which can be regarded as negation of condition (A2). The above proposition says
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basically that, under negation of (A2) with the sharpest rate, the coverage probability of
the credible ball B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) is bounded from above. Thus, (A2) is the minimal condition
if we want to have the sharpest rate and a good coverage. This quantifies the following
simple intuitive idea: if the DDM P(·|X) contracts in the DD-center θˆ faster than r(θ0),
then the resulting radius of the credible ball B(θˆ,Mrˆκ) is going to be of a smaller order
than r(θ0). But this is going to be (over-optimistically) too small if the convergence rate
of the center θˆ to the truth θ0 is not faster than r(θ0). Then the credible ball B(θˆ,Mrˆκ)
will clearly miss the truth with some probability bounded away from zero.
A.7 Inverse and direct Gaussian sequence models
Model (9) is known to be the sequence version of the inverse signal-in-white-noise model.
This model captures many of the conceptual issues associated with nonparametric esti-
mation, with a minimum of technical complication. Gaussian white noise models are of a
canonical type of model which serves as a purified approximation to some other statistical
models such as nonparametric regression model, density estimation, spectral function es-
timation, by virtue of the so called equivalence principle. The statistical inference results
for the generic model (9) can be conveyed to other models, according to this equivalence
principle. However, in general the problem of establishing the equivalence in a precise
sense is a delicate task. Below we outline the relations with some other models.
Let H, G be two separable Hilbert spaces and A be a continuous operator A : H→ G.
Suppose we observe
Y = Af + εξ,
where ε > 0 is the noise level, ξ is Gaussian white noise on G, i.e., 〈ξ, g〉 ∼ N(0, ‖g‖2) and
Cov(〈ξ, g〉, 〈ξ, g′〉) = 〈g, g′〉 for any g, g′ ∈ G, ‖ · ‖ and 〈·, ·〉 denote the norm and scalar
product in G. The goal is to recover f ∈ H. Suppose that A∗A (A∗ stands for the adjoint
of A) is a compact operator so that it has a complete orthonornal system of eigenvectors
{φi, i ∈ N} in H with corresponding eigenvalues λi > 0, i.e., A∗Aφi = λiφi. Then
{ψi, i ∈ N}, with ψi = λ−1/2i Aφi, is an orthonormal basis in G, and A∗ψi = λ−1/2i A∗Aφi =
λ1/2φi. Now, with θi = 〈f, φi〉, we have A∗Af = A∗A
∑
i θiφi =
∑
i λiθiφi, so that
〈Af,ψi〉 = λ−1/2i 〈Af,Aφi〉 = λ−1/2i 〈A∗Af, φi〉 = λ1/2i θi. Then the Fourier coefficient of Y
with respect to {ψi, i ∈ N} are Yi = 〈Y, ψi〉 = 〈Af,ψi〉+ ε〈ξ, ψi〉 = λ1/2i θi + εξi, or
Xi = θi + σiξi, i ∈ N,
where Xi = λ
−1/2
i Yi, σi = λ
−1/2
i ε and ξi’s are independent N(0, 1) random variables. We
thus obtained the inverse signal-in-white-noise model (9), more details can be found in [6].
For the remainder of this section, we consider the direct case κ2i = 1 of model (9).
This model can also be derived from the generalized linear Gaussian model as introduced
in [4]: for some separable Hilbert space H with scalar product 〈·, ·〉,
Y (ε)(x) = 〈y, x〉+ εW (x), x ∈ H,
where W is a so called isonormal process; see the exact definition in [4]. Take any or-
thonormal basis {bi, i ∈ N} in H and consider Xi = Y (ε)(bi), i ∈ N, to reduce the above
model to (9).
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The following model is known as the white noise model. We observe a stochastic
process Y (ε)(t), t ∈ [0, 1], satisfying the stochastic differential equation
dY (ε)(t) = f(t)dt+ εdW (t), t ∈ [0, 1],
where f ∈ L2([0, 1]) is an unknown signal and W is a standard Brownian motion which
represent the noise of intensity ε. If {bi(t), i ∈ N} is an orthonormal basis in L2([0, 1]), then
the white noise model can be translated into direct version of model (9) with observations
Xi =
∫ 1
0 bi(t)dY
(ε)(t) and parameter θi =
∫ 1
0 bi(t)f(t)dt, i ∈ N.
As the last related example, we mention the discrete regression model:
Yi = f(xi) + ei, i ∈ Nn, (S4)
where ei’s are independent N(0, σ
2), xi ∈ [0, 1] are deterministic distinct points and f(t)
is an unknown function. Let Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)
T , f = (f(x1), . . . , f(xn))
T , {b1, . . . , bn} be
an orthonormal (column) basis of Rn, W = (b1, . . . , bn)
T . Denote
X = n−1/2WY, θ = n−1/2Wf, ε = n−1/2 (S5)
to reduce (S4) again to the direct version of model (9), with the convention that θ =
(θ1, . . . , θn, 0, 0 . . .) in (9) has now zero coordinates starting from (n + 1)-th position.
Clearly, ‖θ˜ − θ‖2 = n−1‖f˜ − f‖2 for θ˜ = n−1/2Wf˜ .
If xi = i/n, n = 2
J+1 and f(t) ∈ L2([0, 1]) in (S4), we can choose a convenient
wavelet basis (of regularity r > 0) in L2([0, 1]) and apply the corresponding discrete
wavelet transform W in (S5) to the original data Y . Assume that the original curve f
belongs to a certain scale of Besov balls (from Besov space Bsp,q, with max{0, 1/p−1/2} <
s < r, p, q ≥ 1) from L2([0, 1]), that include among others Ho¨lder (Bs∞,∞) and Sobolev
(Bs2,2) classes of smooth functions. Then the corresponding noiseless discrete wavelet
transform n1/2θ =Wf belongs to the corresponding scale of Besov balls in ℓ2. There is a
dyadic indexing of vector n1/2θ, but it can be reduced to the (direct) setting of (9) by an
appropriate ordering; the details are nicely explained in [4].
To give an idea how, according to the equivalence principle, the results for the model
(9) can be conveyed to other (equivalent) models, let us outline a possible approach to the
discrete regression model (S4):
1) consider the discrete regression model (S4) and assume that the unknown signal f
belongs to a Besov ball Bsp,q(Q) with an unknown smoothness s;
2) apply a discrete wavelet transform, as in (S5), to the data Y = (Yi, i ∈ Nn) from
(S4) to obtain the data X of form (9);
3) construct the DDM P(θ|X) (11), obtain all the results for it in terms of the data X;
4) by (S5), transform the DDM P(θ|X) to the DDM P(f |Y ) for the signal f , now in
terms of the data Y from (S4);
5) by equivalence of the norms for θ and f , obtain the results for the DDM P(f |Y )
from the results for the DDM P(θ|X).
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For example the resulting DDM P(f |Y ) will concentrate around the true f0 from the
Pf0-perspective at least with the optimal minimax rate corresponding to the smoothness
s. It will take a fair piece of effort to implement this outlined approach in details, but
conceptually it is a straightforward matter.
A.8 Checking conditions (10) for the mildly ill-posed case
Consider conditions (10) for the mildly ill-posed case κ2i = i
2p. As σ2i = ε
2κ2i , these are
equivalent to the same conditions for the sequence κ2i = i
2p. In these notations, conditions
(10) can be rewritten as follows: for any ρ, γ > 0, τ0 > 1, there exist some positive K1,
K2 = K2(ρ), K3 = K3(γ), K4 ∈ (0, 1), τ > 2 and K5 = K5(τ0) such that
(i) n2p+1 ≤ K1
n∑
i=1
i2p, (ii)
∑
i≤ρn
i2p ≤ K2
n∑
i=1
i2p,
(iii)
∞∑
n=1
e−γn
( n∑
i=1
i2p
)
≤ K3, (iv)
⌊m/τ⌋∑
i=1
i2p ≤ (1−K4)
m∑
i=1
i2p,
(v) l⌊l/τ0⌋2p ≥ K5
l∑
i=⌊l/τ0⌋+1
i2p,
hold for all n ∈ N, all m ≥ τ and all l ≥ τ0.
Let us derive the constants K1,K2,K3,K4, τ,K5 for the mildly ill-posed case κ
2
i = i
2p,
p ≥ 0. First, we recall elementary relations:
n2p+1
2p + 1
=
∫ n
0
x2pdx ≤
n∑
i=1
i2p ≤
∫ n+1
0
x2pdx =
n2p+1(1 + 1n)
2p+1
2p+ 1
. (S6)
(i) From (S6) it follows n
2p+1
2p+1 ≤
∑n
i=1 i
2p, so that K1 = 2p+ 1.
(ii) In view of (S6), we have
∑
i≤ρn
i2p ≤ (ρn+ 1)
2p+1
2p+ 1
≤ n
2p+1(ρ+ n−1)2p+1
2p + 1
≤ (ρ+ 1)2p+1
n∑
i=1
i2p,
so that K2 = (ρ+ 1)
2p+1.
(iii) Using (S6) and and the fact that maxu≥0(e−γuup) = e−p(p/γ)p, we evaluate
∑
n
e−γn
( n∑
i=1
i2p
)
≤ 2
2p+1
2p+ 1
∑
n
e−γnn2p+1
≤ 2
2p+1maxu≥0(e−γu/2u2p+1)
2p + 1
∑
n
e−γn/2
≤ 2
2p+1e−(2p+1)(2p + 1)2p+1
(2p+ 1)(γ/2)2p+1
∑
n
e−γn/2
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=
42p+1(2p+ 1)2p
(eγ)2p+1(eγ/2 − 1) ,
that is, K3 =
4(8p+4)2p
(eγ)2p+1(eγ/2−1) .
(iv) Denote for brevity mτ = ⌊m/τ⌋. Using (S6),
mτ∑
i=1
i2p ≤ m
2p+1
τ (1 +
1
mτ
)2p+1
2p+ 1
≤ m
2p+1( 2τ )
2p+1
2p + 1
≤ ( 2τ )2p+1
m∑
i=1
i2p ≤ 12
m∑
i=1
i2p
if ( 2τ )
2p+1 ≤ 12 , or τ ≥ 21+1/(2p+1). Thus, we obtained K4 = 12 and τ can be any number
satisfying τ ≥ 21+1/(2p+1).
(v) Evaluate
l∑
i=⌊l/τ0⌋+1
i2p ≤ l2p+1 ≤ l(τ0⌊l/τ0⌋+ τ0)2p
≤ l(τ0⌊l/τ0⌋)2p
(
1 +
1
⌊l/τ0⌋
)2p ≤ l⌊l/τ0⌋2p(2τ0)2p,
so that K5 = (2τ0)
−2p.
A.9 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of this theorem is essentially contained in the proof of
Theorem 1. First recall that, according to (22), θ˜ = E(θ|X) =∑I X(I)P(I = I|X), with
X(I) = {Xi(I), i ∈ N} = {Xi1{i ≤ I}, i ∈ N}. Now, by the Fubini theorem and the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
Eθ0‖θ˜ − θ0‖2 = Eθ0
∑
i
(∑
I
Xi(I)P(I = I|X) − θ0,i
)2
≤ Eθ0
∑
i
∑
I
(
Xi(I)− θ0,i
)2
P(I = I|X)
= Eθ0
∑
I
‖X(I) − θ0‖2P(I = I|X)
= Eθ0
∑
I
(∑
i≤I
σ2i ξ
2
i +
∑
i>I
θ20,i
)
P(I = I|X)
≤M2r2(θ0)Eθ0(T1 + T2 + T3),
where T1, T2, T3 are defined in (34). In the last step of the proof of Theorem 1, it is
established that Eθ0(T1 + T2 + T3) ≤ CorM2 . The theorem follows with the constant Cest =
Cor.
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The local rate r(I, θ0) defined by (17) is also the ℓ2-risk of the projection estimator
θˆ(I) = X(I): Eθ0‖θˆ(I) − θ0‖2 = r2(I, θ0). One can regard the oracle rate (19) as the
smallest possible risk over the family of (projection) estimators Θˆ(N) = {θˆ(I), I ∈ N},
namely
r2(θ0) = r
2(Io, θ0) = inf
I∈N
Eθ0‖θˆ(I)− θ0‖2 = Eθ0‖θˆ(Io)− θ0‖2.
Theorem 2 claims basically that the estimator θ˜ given by (22) mimics the projection oracle
estimator θˆ(Io), which is, strictly speaking, not an estimator as it depends on the true θ0
through Io = Io(θ0).
A.10 Notion of covering by a local rate
Recall that all the quantities involved depend on the information parameter ε, but we skip
this dependence here. Suppose we have a family of local rates R(A) = {r(α, θ), α ∈ A},
e.g., in our case the family defined by (17) with A = N. Let r(θ) = infα∈A r(α, θ) be
the smallest local rate over R(A), called the oracle rate. If r(θ) = r(αo, θ) for some
αo = αo(θ) ∈ A, we call this value oracle.
We say that the family R(A) covers a scale Θ(B) = {Θβ, β ∈ B} with the correspond-
ing family of minimax rates {R(Θβ), β ∈ B} if for any β ∈ B there exists an α = α(β) ∈ A
such that r(α(β), θ) ≤ cR(Θβ) for all θ ∈ Θβ and some uniform c. Basically, this means
that the family R(A) is rich enough to contain the minimax rates over the whole scale
Θ(B). Then, for all β ∈ B,
r(θ) ≤ cR(Θβ) for all θ ∈ Θβ, so that sup
θ∈Θβ
r(θ) ≤ cR(Θβ),
which is the property (3). If the above property holds for some local rate r(θ) (not
necessarily associated with some family of rates), we say that the local rate r(θ) covers
Θ(B). As we already discussed in the paper, the local results with a local radial rate
r(θ) imply the global minimax results for all scales which are covered by the radial rate
r(θ). Therefore, in order to motivate the obtained local results, one needs to ensure this
property at least for some interesting scales.
We can extend the idea of covering to two different families of local rates. We say
that a family of local rates R1(A) = {r1(α, θ), α ∈ A} covers another family of local rates
R2(B) = {r2(β, θ), β ∈ B} over some Θ0 if for each θ ∈ Θ0 and β ∈ B there exists an
α = α(θ, β) such that for some uniform constant c = c(Θ0,A,B)
r1(α, θ) ≤ cr2(β, θ).
This leads of course to the relation between the oracle rates: r1(θ) ≤ r2(θ) for all θ ∈ Θ0.
If Θ0 contains the set of interest (e.g., Θ0 = Θ is the whole space), then clearly a DDM-
contraction result with the oracle rate over the family R1(A) will immediately imply the
DDM-contraction result with the oracle rate over the family R2(B).
For example, it can be easily shown that our family of local rates R(N) = {r(I, θ), I ∈
N} defined by (17) covers the family of local radial rates R1(R+) = {Rlin(λ, θ), λ ∈
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Λ1(R+)}, where R2lin(λ, θ) =
∑
i
[
σ2i λ
2
i + (1 − λi)2θ2i
]
is the risk of the linear estimator
θˆ(λ) = (λiXi, i ∈ N) with the weights λ = (λi, i ∈ N), and
Λ1(R+) =
{
λ(β) = (λi(β), i ∈ N) : λi(β) = i
−(2β+1)
σ2i + i
−(2β+1) , β ∈ R+
}
.
This is the family of the risks of the minimax estimators over the Sobolev smoothness
scale {ES(β,Q), β > 0}, where ES(β,Q) is defined by (S12b). This is also the family of
posterior convergence rates for the prior θ ∼ πβ =
⊗
iN(0, i
−(2β+1)); cf. [11] and [2] (for
the direct case κ2i = 1).
In fact, R(N) covers even the richer family of local rates R2(Λmon) = {Rlin(λ, θ), λ ∈
Λmon}, where
Λmon =
{
λ = (λi, i ∈ N) : λi ∈ [0, 1], λi ≥ λi+1, i ∈ N)
}
. (S7)
This is the family of risks of the linear estimators θˆ(λ), with monotone weights λ ∈ Λ.
Indeed, for any λ ∈ Λmon take Nλ = max{i : λi ≥ 1/2} to derive
R2lin(λ, θ) =
∑
i
[
σ2i λ
2
i + (1− λi)2θ2i
] ≥ ∑
i≤Nλ
σ2i
4
+
∑
i>Nλ+1
θ2i
4
=
r2(Nλ, θ)
4
≥ r
2(Io, θ)
4
.
Clearly, R1(R+) ⊂ R2(Λ). Besides, R2(Λmon) contains also the family of risks of the
minimax Pinskers estimators (which are asymptotically minimax over Sobolev ellipsoids
up to the constant) and the family of risks of the (minimax) Tikhonov regularization
estimators, which correspond to spline estimators in the problem of curve estimation.
A.11 Proof of (21)
Recall the definitions (20) of ellipsoid E(a) and hyperrectangle H(a). First consider the
hyperrectangles H(a). It follows from [7] that
R2(H(a)) = inf
θˆ
sup
θ∈H(a)
Eθ‖θˆ − θ‖2 ≥ 4
5
inf
b
sup
θ∈H(a)
Eθ‖θ˜(b)− θ‖2
=
4
5
∑
i
a2iσ
2
i
a2i + σ
2
i
,
where θ˜(b) = (θ˜i(b), ∈ N), b = (bi ∈ R, i ∈ N), is the class of linear estimators θ˜i(b) = biXi.
Take Na = max{i : σ2i ≤ a2i }, then for any θ0 ∈ H(a) (for some unknown a) we have
∑
i
a2iσ
2
i
a2i + σ
2
i
≥
∑
i≤Na
σ2i
2
+
∑
i>Na
a2i
2
≥ 1
2
inf
I
{ ∑
i≤Na
σ2i +
∑
i>I
a2i
}
≥ 1
2
inf
I
{∑
i≤I
σ2i +
∑
i>I
θ20,i
}
=
r2(θ0)
2
.
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Combining the last two relation yields the second bound in (21).
Now suppose θ0 ∈ E(a) for some unknown a. From [3] it follows that for any θ0 ∈ E(a)
and some λ˚ = (˚λi, i ∈ N) ∈ Λmon (Λmon is defined by (S7))):
R2(E(a)) ≥ inf
λ
sup
θ∈E(πa)
Rlin(λ, θ)
≥ π−2 inf
λ
sup
θ∈E(a)
Rlin(λ, θ) = π
−2 sup
θ∈E(a)
Rlin(˚λ, θ)
= π−2 sup
θ∈E(a)
∑
i
[˚
λ2iσ
2
i + (1− λ˚i)2θ2i
]
≥ π−2
[ ∑
i: λ˚i≥1/2
σ2i
4
+ sup
θ∈E(a)
∑
i:˚λi<1/2
θ2i
4
]
≥ (2π)−2
( ∑
i≤N
λ˚
σ2i + a
2
N
λ˚
+1
)
≥ (2π)−2 inf
I
{∑
i≤I
σ2i + a
2
I+1
}
≥ (2π)−2 inf
I
{∑
i≤I
σ2i +
∑
i>I
θ20,i
}
= (2π)−2r2(θ0),
which leads to the first bound in (21).
The exact form of weights λ˚ ∈ Λmon is not important, but we just remind here that
these are the so called Pinsker optimal weights (cf. [9]): λ˚i = (1− µ˚/ai)+, where x+ = x∨0
and µ˚ = µ˚(σ, a) is the unique solution of the equation
∑
i
σ2i (1− µ˚/ai)+/(aiµ˚) = 1.
The constant (2π)−2 is actually too conservative. For example, for the direct case κ2i = 1,
it follows from [7] (see also Proposition 3 in [4]) that
R2(E(a)) = inf
θˆ
sup
θ∈E(a)
Eθ‖θˆ − θ‖2 ≥ (4.44)−1 inf
I
{Iε2 + a2I+1}
≥ (4.44)−1 inf
I
{
Iε2 +
∑
i>I
θ20,i
}
≥ (4.44)−1r2(θ0).
SinceR2(E(a)) ≤ infI supθ∈E(a) Eθ‖X(I)−θ‖2 = infI
{∑
i≤I σ
2
i+a
2
I+1
}
andR2(H(a)) ≤
infI supθ∈H(a) Eθ‖X(I) − θ‖2 = infI
{∑
i≤I σ
2
i +
∑
i>I a
2
i
}
, we conclude that
R2(E(a)) ≍ inf
I
{∑
i≤I
σ2i + a
2
I+1
}
, R2(H(a)) ≍ inf
I
{∑
i≤I
σ2i +
∑
i>I
a2i
}
. (S8)
A.12 Other choices for DDM, over-shrinkage effect
Notice that we do observe the Bayesian tradition as our DDM P(·|X) defined by (11) results
from certain empirical Bayes posterior. However, in principle we can manipulate with
different ingredients in constructing DDMs: different choices for PI(·|X) and P(I = I|X)
in (11) are possible, not necessarily coming from the (same) Bayesian approach.
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In (14), we could take τ2i (I) = K1σ
2
i 1{i ≤ I} +K2σ2i 1{i > I} for some 0 ≤ K2 < K1
(the choice in (14) is a particular case with 0 = K2 < K1 = K), to possibly improve con-
stants in the main results by choosing appropriate K2, but this would further complicate
the expressions without gaining anything conceptually.
Empirical Bayes posterior with respect to I One more choice for DDM within
Bayesian tradition is the empirical Bayes posterior Pˆ(·|X) with respect to I introduced
by (16) in Remark 3. We remind its definition:
Pˆ(·|X) = PIˆ(·|X), with Iˆ = min
{
argmax
I∈N
P(I = I|X)
}
,
where PI(·|X) and P(I = I|X) are defined by respectively (12) and (13). The argmax
gives a subset of N in general, Iˆ is the smallest element in this set.
Let us demonstrate that the DDM Pˆ(·|X) has exactly the same properties as the DDM
P(·|X) defined by (11). By the definition of Iˆ, we derive that, for any I, I0 ∈ N and any
h ∈ [0, 1],
Pθ0(Iˆ = I) ≤ Pθ0
( P(I = I|X)
P(I = I0|X) ≥ 1
)
≤ Eθ0
[ P(I = I|X)
P(I = I0|X)
]h
,
which yields the analogue of (27). From this point on, the proof of the properties of
the DDM Pˆ(·|X) proceeds exactly in the same way as the proof for the DDM P(·|X)
defined by (11), with the only difference that everywhere (in the claims and in the proofs),
1{Iˆ = I} is substituted instead of P(I = I|X) and Pθ0(Iˆ = I) is substituted instead of
Eθ0P(I = I|X).
An interesting connection of this DDM to penalized estimators is discussed in Subsec-
tion A.13.
Other choices for PI(·|X) For example, if we only were interested in the upper bound
result (Theorem 1) for the resulting P(·|X) (11), instead of the DDM (12) we could use
PI(·|X) =
⊗
iN(Xi1{i ≤ I}, σ2i (I)}) with any variances σ2i (I) such that
∑
i σ
2
i (I) ≤
C
∑
i≤I σ
2
i for some C > 0. Even the degenerate DDM PI(·|X) with σ2i (I) = 0 (or L = 0
in (12)) would lead to the oracle DDM-contraction rate. On the other hand, this choice
would however make the lower bound result (Theorem 3) impossible to hold. In fact,
non-normal distributions in the construction of the DDMs PI(·|X) are also possible as we
only use the Markov inequality when dealing with PI(·|X), just the right choice of the
first two moments would be sufficient for the upper bound result. However, when proving
the lower bound result, Theorem 3, we need to deal with a small ball probability, which
is a relatively well studied problem for the Gaussian distribution. For a non-normal case,
one would first have to derive small ball probability results.
Other choices for P(I = I|X) Instead of the mixing DDM P(I = I|X) (13) in (11),
the main results would also hold for the following DDM:
Π′(I = I|X) = λI
⊗
i ϕ(Xi, 0, σ
2
i + τ
2
i (I))∑
J λJ
⊗
i ϕ(Xi, 0, σ
2
i + τ
2
i (J))
, I ∈ N, (S9)
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with τ2i (I) and λI defined by (14). The DDM Π
′(I = I|X) defined by (S9) is nothing
else but the posterior probability of I with respect to the prior (15) with µi(I) = 0 for all
i, I ∈ N; we denote this prior by Π′. The right hand side of (S9) means the Pθ0 almost
sure limit
Π′(I = I|X) = lim
m→∞Π
′(I = I|X1, . . . Xm)
= lim
m→∞
λI
⊗m
i=1 ϕ(Xi, 0, σ
2
i + τ
2
i (I))∑
J λJ
⊗m
i=1 ϕ(Xi, 0, σ
2
i + τ
2
i (J))
,
which exists by the martingale convergence theorem.
“Over-shrinkage” effect of (mixtures of) normal priors Although the prior Π′
(the prior defined by (15) with µi(I) = 0 for all i, I ∈ N) leads to the “correct” posterior
(S9) on I (in the sense that it can be used instead of the DDM (13) in (11)), it yields the
“over-shrunk” resulting posterior on θ. Indeed,
Π′I(·|X) = Π′(·|X,I = I) =
⊗
i
N
(
LXi(I), Lσ
2
i 1{i ≤ I}
)
, (S10)
with L = KK+1 < 1, so that the actual resulting posterior of θ
Π′(·|X) =
∑
I
Π′I(·|X)Π′(I = I|X) (S11)
contracts, from the Pθ0-perspective, to Lθ0 and not to θ0. This has to do with the shrinkage
effect of (mixtures of) normal priors towards the prior mean, which is inherent to the
normal-normal model. This has already been observed in [8], and discussed at length by
[1] and [5]. The approaches in the first and third papers are based on (mixtures of) heavy-
tailed priors instead of normal. A related approach is to add one more level of hierarchy in
(15) by putting a heavy-tailed prior on variances τ2i (I). This will of course again destroy
the normal conjugate structure of the prior, whereas normal/mixture-of-normals model
has an advantageous feature that all the quantities involved can be explicitly computed
and controlled.
Basically, a “correct” DDM Π′I(·|X) in the expression (S11) should be of the form
Π′I(·|X) =
⊗
iN
(
Xi(I), Lσ
2
i 1{i ≤ I}
)
for any L > 0. Within the DDM methodology, one
can, in principle, adjust the posterior (S10) by blowing it up (by the factor L−1) or by
shifting it (by the factor (1−L)X(I)), or one can simply use the DDM (12) instead of (S10).
However, such manipulations with posteriors are not done by the committed Bayesians. If
one insists on normal mixture prior and wants to get a correct posterior (S10), the only way
to achieve this is to take the prior variances τ2i ≫ σ2i , in the asymptotic sense as ε→ 0, so
that L ≈ 1. However, this makes the whole consideration necessarily asymptotic. A more
important issue with this approach is that we were unable to derive good concentration
properties for the posterior Π′(I = I|X) in this case.
Thus, for a Bayesian who would like to use normal/mixture-of-normals model, there
is a following dilemma: if the prior variances τ2i are of order σ
2
i , we obtain a “correct”
Π′(I = I|X), but over-shrunk (towards prior mean) Π′I(·|X)’s; on the other hand, if τ2i ≫
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σ2i , Π
′
I(·|X)’s are then “correct”, but Π′(I = I|X) does not posses good concentration
properties (at least we were unable to establish this).
The empirical Bayes approach resolves this issue, also within the Bayesian paradigm,
as we demonstrated in the paper. The idea is to treat the prior means as parameters
chosen by the empirical Bayes procedure, which removes the over-shrinkage effect.
A.13 Connection to penalized estimators
In view of Remark 3, Theorem 4 also holds for the DDM PIˆ(·|X) defined by (16), instead
of the DDM P(·|X) given by (11). If we take the DDM-expectation with respect to the
DDM PIˆ(·|X) (like we did in (22) for the DDM P(·|X)), we obtain the estimator
θˆ = X(Iˆ) = (Xi1{i ≤ Iˆ}, i ∈ N).
In the direct case κ2i = 1, some basic computations reveal that Iˆ is the minimizer of
crit(I) = −‖X(I)‖2 + (log(K + 1) + 2α)ε2I,
so that θˆ = X(Iˆ) turns out to be the so called penalized projection estimator with the
penalty constant P (K,α) = log(K + 1) + 2α, studied by [4].
Interestingly, the conditionsK ≥ 1.87 and a(K) > α > 0, coming from Theorems 1 and
3, lead to the following range for the penalty constant: P (K,α) ∈ [1.05, 1.2]. Although
this is probably not the most precise range, the fact itself (that P (K,α) ∈ [1.05, 1.2])
reconfirms, from a different perspective, the conclusion of [4] that the penalty constant
should certainly be bigger than 1, but not too large.
A.14 Relation to the results of [11]
Here we demonstrate that our local results for the DDM P(·|X) defined by (11) imply,
among others, the non-asymptotic versions of the global minimax results obtained in the
intriguing paper by Szabo´, van der Vaart and van Zanten [11]. In our notations, the
observations in [11] are X ′ = (X ′i, i ∈ N) ∼ Pθ0 = P(n)θ0 =
⊗
iN(θ0,iκ
−1
i , n
−1), which is
effectively the same model as (9) with X ′i = κ
−1
i Xi and n
−1/2 = ε. A family of priors
on θ is considered in [11]: Πα =
⊗
iN
(
0, i−(2α+1)
)
, α ∈ [0, A], leading to the posteriors
Πα(·|X ′) and the marginal distributionsX ′ ∼ Πα,X′ with the (marginal) likelihood ℓn(α) =
ℓn(α,X
′). The proposed DDM is Παˆn(·|X ′) with αˆn = argmaxα∈[0,A] ℓn(α), which is the
empirical Bayes posterior with respect to the parameter α. The DDM Παˆn(·|X ′) is then
used to construct a DDM-credible ball whose coverage and size properties were studied.
The main results in [11] are the asymptotic (as n → ∞ or, in our notations, as
ε → 0) versions of the minimax framework (2), for Θ′cov = Θpt and the following four
scales: Sobolev hyperrectangles HS, Sobolev ellipsoids ES and the two supersmooth scales,
analytic ellipsoids EA and parametric hyperrectangles HP (the notations in [11] are Θβ(Q),
Sβ(Q), S∞,c,d(Q) and C00(N0, Q), respectively). Precisely, let Q,β, c, d > 0, N0 ∈ N, and
E(a),H(a) be defined by (20). Then
HS = HS(β,Q) = H(a) with a2i = Qi−(2β+1), (S12a)
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ES = ES(β,Q) = E(a) with a2i = Qi−2β, (S12b)
EA = EA(c, d,Q) = E(a) with a2i = Qe−ci
d
, (S12c)
HP = HP (N0, Q) = H(a) with a2i = Q1{i ≤ N0}. (S12d)
By using (S8), it is easy to compute the corresponding minimax rates over these scales,
under the asymptotic regime ε→ 0 (or, n→∞):
R2(ES) ≍ ε4β/(2β+2p+1) = n−2β/(2β+2p+1),
R2(HS) ≍ ε4β/(2β+2p+1) = n−2β/(2β+2p+1),
R2(EA) ≍ ε2(log ε−1)(2p+1)/d = (log n)
(2p+1)/d
n
,
R2(HP ) ≍ ε2 = n−1.
Notice that the parametric class HP automatically satisfies EBR.
The DDM Παˆn(·|Y ) is well suited to model Sobolev-type scales: the optimal (minimax)
radial rates are obtained in the size relation of (2) for Sobolev hyperrectangles HS and
ellipsoids ES , but only suboptimal rates for the two supersmooth scales EA and HP :
(log n)(p+1/2)
√
logn
n
≫ R2(EA) = (log n)
(2p+1)/d
n
,
e(3p+3/2)
√
logN0
√
logn
n
≫ R2(HP ) = 1
n
.
For the DDM P(·|X) defined by (11), Theorem 4 implies, in view of Θpt ⊆ Θeb and (21),
the non-asymptotic minimax results (2) for all ellipsoids E(a) and hyperrectangles H(a)
defined by (20), for all unknown (non-increasing) a. Now note that, according to (S12a)–
(S12d), the four above mentioned scales from [11] are particular examples of ellipsoids E(a)
and hyperrectangles H(a), with specific choices of sequence a. Hence, the minimax results
(2) for all the four scales (including the two supersmooth scales EA and HP ) follow for
the DDM (11). Asymptotic version can readily be derived from the non-asymptotic ones.
Recall that the scope of the DDM P(·|X) extends further than the above mentioned four
scales, even beyond general families of ellipsoids and hyperrectangles. The local results of
Theorem 4 deliver the minimax results of type (2) for all scales for which (3) holds; for
example, also for the scales of tail classes and ℓp-bodies.
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